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LOCAL

Christian rock
group to head
park concert
The third concert in the Murray-Calloway County Parks Fall
Concert series will be held Saturday at the old city park.
Light Headed, a Christian
rock group from Metropolis, Ill.,
will be in concert from 6 to 8
p m. The group is comprised
of five young men ages 15-20
years old.
They have performed at
events such as Youth Explosion '98 at Hardin Baptist Church
and GLUE '98. a Christian conference at the Executive Inn in
Paducah.
Light Headed also opened
for the Third Day at a concert
in Branson, Mo. This is a free
concert for the community that
is sponsored by Ryan Milk, Mattel, New Life Christian Bookstore and the Murray-Calloway
Parks.

STATE

Innovations
help domestic
abuse victims
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Help is just a quick telephone
call away for some victims of
domestic violence who have
protective orders against their
abusers.
They are being offered "panic
buttons" and cellular phones
that dial 911.
Though the programs were
coordinated through the Urban
County Government. the technology for both is being donated by p. ate companies.
Teri Faragher, the city director of domestic violence prevention, said she does not know
how many victims will enroll in
the programs, though hundreds
are eligible.
The programs are open to
residents of Lexington who have
emergency protective orders that
prohibit the abuser from contacting them. They also must
agree to participate in a safety planning program.
Faragher said the equipment
will be handed out on a caseby-case ':basis to the victims
who request help.
The "panic buttons" are silent
alarms on pendants that can
be attached to necklaces or fit
into pockets. Pressing the buttons sends a message to ADT
Security Services,, Inc., whose
operators then notify police.
ADT is donating the emergency pendants as well as home
security systems to qualifying
domestic violence victims who
request them.
Bob Roggenkamp, the area
manager for ADT, said the program will cost the company
$300 to $500 per participant.
The program. which was first
launched in 1992 in Tampa.
Fla., is already running in more
than 140 cities and counties
across the nation.

WEATHER
Today... Partly sunny. High
in the mid 60s. North wind
around 10 mph.
TonightiL Clear and cool
Low in the11Ibiver 40s. Calm
wind.
Friday... Mostly sunny. High
65 to 70
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House votes
for inquiry
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
somber House today moved to
launch an impeachment inquiry
that would make President Clinton the third Chief executive in
history to face the prospect of
removal from office.
"All of us are pulled in many
directions ... but mostly we're
moved by our consciences," said
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Henry Hyde, R-Ill., opening two
hours of historic debate.

Democratic leaders were nervous, knowing that conservatives in
their party and those with tough
election races only a month away
were defecting to support the openended inquiry demanded by Republicans.
The resolution directs the Judiciary Committee to investigate
"whether sufficient grounds exist
for the House of Representatives
to exercise its constitutional power
to impeach William Jefferson ClinII See Page 2

KSP ready to
interview Priddy
Hayes said. "His health is primary
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
now.,,
State police say they 'will try
Priddy, 21, is a sophomore from
to talk to Michael Priddy today Paducah who lived in Room 408
as part of their investigation into on Hester Residential College's
the fatal Sept. 18 dormitory fire west wing, where an arsonist using
at Murray State University that some type of accelerant set the,,,
left him hospitalized for nearly three fire.
weeks.
Priddy had third-degree burns
KSP Lt. Dean Hayes said Thurs- on his back and arms and sufday morning he planned to call Prid- fered smoke inhalation by the time
dy, who was released Wednesday firefighters found him unconscious
from the Vanderbilt University in the bathroom on the dorm's
Medical Center's burn unit in south end.
Nashville, Tenn., to set up an interHayes has said Priddy is among
view if Priddy felt up to it.
"That'll be at his convenience," III See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A CLEAN SWEEP: Paul Gann cleans up the new playing floor of the Regional Special Events
Center Wednesday.

Secret Service to investigate bogus bill
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The Secret Service has said it
will send an agent to investigate
the report of a counterfeit $20 bill
being passed here Thursday, according to city police.
In the meantime, Murray Police
Detective Mike Jump is warning
area merchants "to be alert if one
of the old-model $20 bills don't
look quite right.

Grand jury to hear
missing money case

Patton
approval
level slips
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly two-thirds of people surveyed in a new poll approve of
the job Gov. Paul Patton is doing,
though that's down from an even
higher approval rating seven months
ago.
The Bluegrass State Poll published today in The Courier-Journal found that 65 percent of Kentucky adults approved of Patton's
job performance, while 22 percent
tiisappiovcd of the-joh he is doing.
Patton's approval rating was 71
percent in a similar poll last March.
That rating was the highest ever
given to any of the four governors measured during the 11 years
the Louisville newspaper has conducted the Bluegrass State Poll.
However, Patton's approval is
still at the same high level he
received when Kentuckians were
polled in late 1996 and early 1997.
4rid his 65 percent approval, combined with 22 percent disapproval,
is. a slightly more favorable rating than the highest levels attained
in the" poll by his three predecessors.
"All in all, it seems that people do appreciate what we are —
in the big picture — trying to
do," Patton said Wednesday.
The survey's basic question
asked Kentucky adults how much
they approve or disapprove of the
way Patton is handling his job as
governor. Sixteen percent strongly
approved, 49 percent somewhat
approved, 14 percent somewhat
disapproved, 8 percent strongly
disapproved, and the rest had no
opinion.
The poll has a margin of error
of plus or minus 3.5 percentage
points. •
The survey showed that Patton
got his highest ratings in northern
Kentucky (71 percent approval)
and, western Kentucky (70 percent).
Patton got his lowest approval
rating,60 percent, in heavily Republican south-central Kentucky.

II See Pegs 2

Jump said he notified the Secret identifiable as being fake on cljsService of the phony money Thurs- er inspection.
day, then shipped the bill to the
"The paper quality wasn't that
agency's Louisville office.
he said.
good,"
The serial number apparently
The money was reported to
didn't show up in the agency's
police just after noon Thursday.
records of other counterfeit bills,
police records said.
Jump said.
A cretk at the Ashland-- -store-"Apparently, that's a fresh 20," on North 12th Street noticed the
Jump said.
bill was fake, Jump said.
Jump said the bill "was a pretSee Page 2
ty good copy," but was easily

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
RUNNING THE TABLE: Brice Ratterree tries to sink a corner
shot during a friendly game of eight-ball Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer •
A Calloway County grand jury
won't hear a status report on- the
state police investigation of $1,800
missing from the Murray Police
Department's evidence room when
the panel meets Thursday.
But the current panel will be
the one to hear the report when
it is made, which should be during the November convening of
the grand jury, according to Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward.
"We're going to finish (the investigation) by the end of the year,"
Ward said Wednesday.
Ward asked that the current
panel, which consists of 12 grand
jurors and three alternates, be held
over from its scheduled May-toAugust session. .
"Several of them wanted to stay
on. It's not that unusual," Ward
;said, calling the current panel a
serious-minded
"conscientious,
group."
He also noted a grand jury usually has to meet several times to
be comfortable in its job of hearing evidence.
A serious issue such as missing money from the police department would be tough for a relatively new grand jury, Ward said.
Ward had hoped the investiga-

tor, Charles Brown(' of the KSP's
special investigations office in
Bowling Green, would be able to
make a report during the October
meeting of the grand jury.
But Brownd's investigation was
delayed when he had some minor
surgery recently, Ward said.
Brownd has said he has about
three or four more interviews left
'before he will be able to make a
report, Ward said.
Once those interviews are done.
Brownd could wrap up his probe
"pretty quickly," Ward said.
Ward Was asked in early August
to conduct an external probe of
the missing money after an internal inquiry failed to find out what
happened to the money.
The money, 18 $100 bills, was
seized a evidence during a drug
bust at the Southwood Drive home
of Brian Cain in October 1996.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust ordered the money forfeited to the police department Feb.,
27.
Murray Police Chief David
Smith ordered the internal inquiry
in mid-July when a detective said
he couldn't find the money in the
evidence room.
Once Brownd returns to the
investigation. Ward said. "We're

•See Page 2

City challenges
fire classification
I

WINCHESTER, .Ky. (AP) —
The city is challenging a classification used to set fire insurance
premiums for homeowners and
businesses, but state officials insist
the rating is correct.
The state says . the appeal —
apparently the first of its kind in
Kentucky — is unlikely to lower
insurance rates.
"The appeal probably won't
• change anyone's premiums." said
Mona Carter, director of the prop-

erty and casualty division for the
Kentucky Department of Insurance. "This rating is not judging
the city's fire departments. It's
simply a measure for insurance
companies."
At issue is a classification that
rates fire departments on training.
response. equipment maintenance
and the number of firefighters.
Insurance companies nationwide

ri See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
FOR THE MONEY: Brett DeMond moves under the watchful
eyes of Carl Benson and DeMond's brother Jacob Wednesday during a game of Payday at the Murray Middle Schoojp,
Kids Company.
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• House ...
From Page..1
ton, president of the United States
of America."
After lobbying Democrats for
days, the White House could 9nly
stand by and watch the inevitable
vote, offering a plea to set aside

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo

KEEPING THE FIRES STOKED: Autemio Ruiz shovels a load
of sand at a tobacco barn on Kentucky 94 East recently.

•Patton ...
From Page 1
Patton appeared to suffer only
slight damage from the indictments
of his chief of staff, Skipper Martin, and his labor liaison, Danny
Ross, for alleged violations during the 1995 campaign for governor.
Leo Harp, 77, a retired distillery worker from Frankfort, said
she strongly approves of Patton. She
said she does not condone the
campaign-finance crimes alleged
against -the- two-Patton staff members, but she suggested that they
had done nothing worse than their
opponents.
"Looks like anybody gets in
now has to buy their way in.
That's not the way I like it at
all," said Harp, who claims to
have been a strong Democrat "since
before I was born."

"But it's hard to tell how much
the Republicans spent," she said.
"And where did they get their
money?"
The Poll interviewed 809 Kentucky adults. Of those, the 631
who said they were registered voters were asked whether they had
heard of the indictments; 63 percent said they had.
That group- was then asked
whether they thought it would
affect their support for Patton if
he runs-Tor re:election next year.
Thirty-seven percent said it would
make them less likely to support
Patton, 45 percent said it would
make no difference. and 18 percent said they did not know.
Patton's latest approval rating
is only 61 percent in his home
region. eastern Kentucky.

"To date this process ... has
been infected with politics," presidential spokesman Joe Lockhart
said. "It should be a serious constitutional effort and as we move
forward', it's our hope that the
seriousness and the' constitutional
nature of it returns."
Lockhart said he did not think
Clinton watched today's debate.
Hyde, who will oversee the
inquiry, pledged to avoid a "fishing expedition" and asked his
Democratic colleagues to work
with the Republican majority. "Too
much hangs in the balance for us
not to rise above" partisan politics, he said.
Democrats had argued for Weeks
to limit the inquiry to the Monica Lewinsky affair, but Republicans offered a resolution that would
place no limits on the investigation.
Rep. Rick Boucher, D-Va., spoke
in favor of a "fair and balanced"
but shorter alternative that was
doomed to fail.
The Democratic proposal would
limit the scope, set a deadline and
ask that the Judiciary Committee
first consider the "historical standards for impeachment before
deciding Clinton's fate.
It was to be voted on before
the GOP proposal.
In eleventh-hour maneuvering,
the White House refused the
requests of some moderate Democrats to stop opposing a broad inquiry
not limited by time or subject matter. But the president advised lawmakers to cast "a vote of principle and conscience."
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, a House Judiciary Committee
staffer during the Watergate hearings, assured a group of Democratic freshmen who asked to meet
with her that the president would
support their re-election campaigns
no matter how they voted.
"You should each one understand
... the president wants you to vote
the way your constituents want
you to vote," Rep. Marion Berry.
from Clinton's home state of
Arkansas, recalled her saying.
Clinton told an intimate dinner
of Democratic party contributors
Wednesday night that Democrats

Primary Care Medical Center
Is A

Participating
Provider

should generally seize the opportunity to rise above "Washingtoncentered destructive politics" and
reap the voters' reward in November.
"Maybe it is the irony of this
terribly painful moment, which I
regret very much putting you all
through, that we are being given
yet one more chance to affirm our
better selves," Clinton said.
The last presidential impeachment inquiry was authorized in
1974, when Democrats ran the
House and Republican Richard
Nixon was in the White House.
The only other president to face
the possibility of removal was
Andrew Johnson. the unpopular
successor to Abraham Lincoln. The
Senate came within one vote of
removing him in 1868.
The Nixon case was triggered
by a politically inspired burglary.
Clinton's troubles began over his
sexual relationship with Ms. Lewinsky, the former White House intern,
and gathered steam with the president's efforts to conceal the affair.
Clinton has apologized for his
sexual affair and asked the nation
for forgiveness in hopes of ending this grave threat to his presidency. Opinion polls show about
one-third of the,Aiblic believes
he should eitheF resign or be
impeached.
A USA Today/CNN/Gallup Poll
published today found 53 percent
of those surveyed oppose impeachment hearings while 44 percent
favor them. But assuming hearings will be held, 50 percent said
any evidence should be considered while only 30 percent said
the inquiry should be limited to
the Lewinsky matter. A CBS News
poll showed a similar number, 55
percent, opposing impeachment
hearings with 40 percent in favor
of them. And two- thirds in the
CBS poll said they don't believe
that an impeachment inquiry can
be wrapped up by the end of the
-year.
The Gallup survey of 861 adults
conducted Tuesday and Wednesday had a margin of error of plus
--01-111-41US 4 percentage-points. The
CBS poll of 471 adults had a
margin of error of plus or minus
5 percentage points.
Congress is expected to adjourn
for the year this week, and House
Judiciary Committee hearings and
a vote by the full House on any
articles of impeachment would not
take place until next year. A Senate trial and vote of two-thirds of
its members would be required to
remove Clinton from office.
The broad Republican language
in the House resolution took on a
new importance Wednesday. Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr,
whose referral last month of 11
areas of possible impeachable conduct led to today's vote, wrote
the Judiciary Committee: "I cannot foreclose the possibility of providing ... additional substantial and
credible information- that could
constitute grounds for impeachment.
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and Chestnut streets, Jump said.
A city man, whom Jump declined Police have a videotape of Uncle
to identify, was trying to make a Lucky's transactions, he added.
purchase with the bill, he said.
Anyone who receives a bogus
The man said he received the bill or has information about it is
bill in some change from the Uncle asked to call the police departLucky's convenience store at Fourth ment at 753-1621.

•KSP
From Page 1
the few-fourth-floor- residents-notyet interviewed by investigators.
Priddy and other west-wing residents will get the first chance to
pick up their belongings Saturday
since investigators sealed off the
fourth floor following the fire.
American Heart

According to an MSU press
residents
release-,--- west=wing
(Rooms 402-412) and up to two
other people can remove items
during two four-hour blocks - 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. and noon to 4 p.m.
East-wing residents.(Rooms 401
and 414-424) can pick up belongings Friday from noon to 4 p.m.
They will be able to. reschedule their time if it conflicts with
a class schedule, the press release
said.
Students and their assistants are
asked to remove all of the items
so the rooms can be cleaned.
The residents will be able to
come and go as often as necessary during the scheduled fourhour block, but they will be escorted by MSU personnel at all times,
the press release said.

• Money

•••

From Page 1
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Michael Adams, M.D. -- Robert Hughes, M.D.
Sean Kelly, M.D.
Daniel Butler, M.D.
Marsha Adams, PA-C
Hollis Clark, M.D.
Buford, PA-C
Lisa
Joyce Hughes, M.D.

use the ratings to set rates.
Last month, Winchester received
word that its rating, based on a
December 1997 survey of its three
fire stations and two substations,
is a 3 — the same as in 1985.
The scale is 1 to 11, with I being
the best.
"We've put thousands of dollars into our fire protection since
then and we think it should be
reflect in our rating," said City Manager Ed Runner."We were amazed,
surprised and puzzled that (the
classification) didn't improve."
Runner said Winchester recently installed an enhanced emergency"911 system, increased its firefighting personnel from 38 to 52
and replaced more than half its
equipment.
Runner is hoping the appeal,
which was made last month, will
boost the city's rating to a 2. But
that rating is generally held by
larger cities such as Louisville,
Carter said.
State insurance officials are puzzled by the appeal. The department thinks that Winchester, which
has an estimated population of
more than 16,000, is doing fine
for its size.
"Even if we go back and do
another survey, it's highly unlikely that the city's score will change,
and that means the classification
will remain the same," Carter said.
Fire departments earn points in
each area surveyed by the Insur-

ance Services Office. The points
are then totaled to come up with
a classification rating. For example, 70 to 79.9 points make up
class 3, 60 to 69.9 points make
up class 4, and so on.
The Insurance Services Office
in New York doesn't keep a count
of class 2 ratings, but only 30 of
the 43,000 fire districts surveyed
have a class 1 rating, spokesman
Dave Dasgupta said.
"There is no average rating
because it's so varied, but I'd say
a class 3 is pretty typical. Class
1 and 2 are more difficult to get,"
Dasgupta said.
The Insurance Services Office
is a private company hired by
states to survey fire departments
and report results. More than 2,900
insurance companies nationwide use
the classification system.
Runner says Winchester isn't
backing down from the appeal,
which ultimately will be decided
on in the next few months .by the
state insurance commissioner. But
because of the rarity of the appeal,
the state is scrambling to put
together a review board to addresS
it.
"We'll send the city a letter
requesting that they spell out their
grievance line by line," Caner said.
"After that, we'll proceed with an
informal hearing. Since this has
never been done before, we may
have to seek outside help, especially people who are Well-versed
on fire responsiveness.-

• Bill ...

DEPARTMENT HEADS

Accepting New Patients

GI3

From Page 1

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
9-3-6
Pick 4:
3-7-3-7
Cash 5:
1-12-14-19-21
Lotto:

1-2-20-24-31-39

going to make some decisions
about when we're going to finish
up."
Ward said he expects the grand
jury to make short-term recommendations about the money, as
well as long-term suggestions about
improvements at the police department.
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Proposals to help TVA
still alive in Congress

AROUND THE NATION
Georges will cost insurers $2.5 billion
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NEW YORK (AP) — Hurricane Georges caused at least $2.5
billion in insured damages to homes, businesses and other property in the United States and its island territories, the third-costliest such storm on record.
The damage from Georges almost eclipses the $2.6 billion insurers paid out in catastrophe claims for all of last year, according
to preliminary industry estimates released Wednesday.
The hurricane ravaged the Caribbean, four Gulf Coast states,
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands with 125-mile-per-hour
winds and torrential rains.

Scientists find cranberry connection
BOSTON (AP) — Scientists believe they have figured out why
cranberry juice helps prevent urinary infections: it's in the tannins.
Urinary infections are a common problem, especially among
women, and research has shown that drinking cranberry juice regularly can help prevent them.
Amy B. Howell and others from Rutgers University conducted
experiments to understand exactly what in cranberry juice does
this. The study was financed by Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc. and
published as a letter in today's New England Journal of Medicine.
The studies found that the juice's concentrated tannins — also
known as proanthocyanidins — prevent E. coli bacteria from adhering to the cells that line the urinary tract. The bacteria are the
main culprit in urinary infections.

Couple sues McDonald's
MORRISTOWN, Tenn. (AP) — A couple sped a McDonald's
restaurant for $825,000- because the"), claim it refilses to test an
employee who bled on their Egg McMuffin.
On May 29, Michelle Beeler bought an Egg McMuffin at a
drive-through window, took several bites and noticed blood on the
back side of the sandwich and on the wrapper, according to the
lawsuit filed last month in Hamblen County Circuit Court.
Concerned about possible exposure to disease, she returned to
the restaurant, where she learned the blood had come from a cut
on an employee's finger, the lawsuit said.
She and her husband, James Patrick Beeler, asked that the
employee be tested for any diseases that may be. transmitted
through blood, but the restaurant refused, the lawsuit said.

Clinton drops Yale reunion
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton won't attend his
25th Yale Law School reunion because he'll. be busy trying to
forge a Mideast peace agreement, a White House source says.
Cancellation of Clinton's plans to travel to New Haven, Conn.,
Oct. 17 — two days after Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat are to launch new negotiations in the Washington area — was announced late Wednesday
by a White House spokesman on condition that he not be identified.
Asked if an editorial in the school's newspaper calling for Clinton's resignation was a factor, the official said, "Absolutely not.
That did not -factor into it. It did not even occur to him."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
RESUME REVIEW: Dr. Bob Lochte, faculty member in the Murray State Unviersity journalism and mass communications department, gives some pointers to Susan Moulder as he reviews
her job materials during the Job Far at the Curris Center
Wednesday.

Pike County's plan to
erase school debt rejected
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
plan by Pike County schools to
erase a budget deficit has been
rejected by the Kentucky Board
of Education.
The board disputed • many of
the plan's assumptions Wednesday.
"Boilers went out last year, and
the plan is boilers will not go out
this year," Craig True, chairman
of a state board committee that
scrutinized the plan, said. "Well,
it may not be boilers, but something will go out."
The school district also counts
on having an extra $500,000
because it finished paying for computer equipment last year. But True
noted the equipment is now five
• years old, and much of it will
have to be replaced.
The state took. control of the
Pike County district's finances after

it ended the last fiscal, year with
a $540,000 deficit.
On top of that, the district had
to give $900,000 in pay raises this
year, and it got less state funding
because of an. enrollment drop, so
it began the current year $1.8 million in the red.
The state board told Frank
Welch, hired in August to replace
controversial former superintendent Reo Jolins, to submit a new
corrective action plan in two
months.
In a meeting with True's committee on Tuesday, Welch conceded he has yet to figure out
how many employees the school
system actually has.
The plan Welch submitted said
he was "skeptical of the official
figures listed by the previous administration(s) for personnel numbers."

Doomed flight had working crew
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AROUND THE STATE
Police seek parolee for questioning
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) --- A convicted burglar and drug dealer who was paroled from an Ohio prison less than two months
ago is wanted for questioning in the slaying of a Kentucky teenager, police said. , Authorities in Cincinnati already were looking for Jeffrey Lee
Gabbard, 29, for alleged parole violations committed since his
Aug. 14 prison release. He is now also being• sought for questioning in the shooting death of Jennifer Harber, 17, of nearby Ft.
Thomas, police said.
Harber's body was found Wednesday morning in a park in
Covington after a 15-year-old friend told police where to look.
She had been shot.
Authorities believe Gabbard and Ms. Harber knew each other
through the 15-year-old girl, said Officer Mark Dill. The girl is
facing unidentified charges in the case and had been placed under
house arrest.

Revenue receipts slow below estimates
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Receipts to Kentucky's General
Fund slowed dramatically in September, actually declining from
last year and falling below the level needed to meet budget projections.
Accorffing to Finance Cabinet figures released Wednesday, General Fund receipts fell 1.0 percent compared to September 1997.
For the first three months of the fiscal year, growth has been 1.7
percent: The budget estimate counts on growth of 3.5 percent for
the year that will end June 30, 1999.
Secretaky John McCarty said there was strong growth in the
state's two,largest sources — the individual income tax and the
sales tax. But declines in other areas, notably the inheritance tax
and corporate income tax, offset the gains.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Flight
attendants on Swissair FllAt I I I
were told to use _flashlights to
clear meal trays as crew members
in the cockpit cut power to the
cabin in an attempt to find the
source of smoke minutes before
the plane crashed, .ABC News
reported Wednesday, citing sources:
ABC said the plane's recorders
show that the cockpit crew of the
Geneva-bound MD-11 noticed art
unusual smell about one hour after
they departed New York and 20
minutes before the plane crashed
into the Atlantic Sept. 2 off the
coast of Nova Scotia.. killing all
229 aboard.
The plane's recorders include a
data recorder and cockpit voice
recorder.
According to ABC, the -copilot
worked to find the source of the
smell but initially found nothing.
The crew then called a flight attendant into the cockpit and asked if
she smelled smoke in the cabin.
She said she could not.
At the time, the flight data
recorder showed no signs of fire
from the engines or in the cargo
holds..
Within three minutes of first
smelling Something, the captain said

he could definitely .see smoke in
the ,:ockpit. • A minute later, the
,:reA made its first distress call
to request a landing. The crew
put on their oxygen masks two
minutes later.
Meanwhile, a flight attendant
announced to passengers that the
plane would land in Halifax in 20
to 25 minutes. and the pilot began
an emergency checklist trying to
isolate the source of smoke. ABC
said.
The first step was to turn off
p4m ,:r to the cabin. Flight attend int..re told to use flashlights
to pick up meal trays. then reported that passengers were remaining relatively calm.
But at this point in the cabin,
six minutes before the crash, both
pilots scramble for the radio to
declare an emergency and say they
need to land immediately. The data
recorder picks up problems With
a flight control computer and other
systems, and the copilot reports
he has lost all of his main instruments.
Seconds later, both data and
voice recorders stop working, and
there is no further communication
with air traffic controllers.

KNOXV1L2E, Tenn. (AP) —
Time is running out on last-ditch
proposals to spare the Tennessee
Valley Authority from having to
pay for its land and water stewardship programs.
Congress is rushing toward a
weekend adjournment. While TVA
Caucus members say two financing proposals benefiting TVA
remain alive, predicting their
chances is difficult.
"The more I talk about it the
worse it gets," said U.S. Rep. Van
Hilleary, R-Tenn., who worries
about inflaming TVA opponents.
"There are things going on that
you all write about and then someone reacts to it. It is like trying
to get your arms around a water
balloon."
U.S. Sen. Bill Frist. R-Tenn., said.
in the ,final days of the session
everyone is hopeful as they pitch
special legislation to House and
Senate leaders.
"You make your case and as soon
as you leave, somebody else brings
something forward," Frist said. "So
the feedback you get and the assurances are just shifted 30 minutes
to 30 minutes.
"So you get in there and dog
this, and that's what we are doing."
House-Senate conferees earlier
rejected a continuing $70 million
appropriation for TVA's non-power
programs, which include flood control, navigation and shoreline management along the 650-mile Tennessee River.
Though it represents a loss of
less than 1 percent of TVA's ratesupported $6.4 billion budget; it
would mark the first time in the
agency's 65-year history that Congress failed to provide funding.
TVA supporters say these are
federal responsibilities the government pays for everywhere else.
TVA opponents say the agency is
getting a government subsidy that

gives the nation's largest publiL
power producer a competitive
advantage over in% estor-owned utilities.
Restoring thu.se- funds isn
immediately critical. TVA Chairman
Craven Crowell says the agency 's
1,000-employee. non-power prgram can get by next year without a rate increase. But later years
could be a problem.
House members, led by TVA
Caucus Chairman Zach Wamp, RTenn.; Robert Aderholt. R -Ala.;
and Hilleary are proposing a finalyear $50 million allocation for TVA.
Meantime. Frist and Sen. Fred
Thompson. R-Tenn., are pushing
a plan allowing TVA to refinance
$3.2 billion in high-interest .debt
dating to 1974 with the Treasury
Department's Federal Financing
Bank.
TVA says it could save $100
million a year in interest over the
next decade by borrowing through
the p.ublic bond markets. The savi,
ings could ,pay for non-power.
grams, though it would—be V s
prerogative, Frist said.
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Democratic Rep. Bob Clement
and Republican Rep. Bill Jenkins,
both former TVA directors from
Tennessee, wrote House leaders
Tuesday supporting the refinancing proposal. Other congressmen
signing were Wamp. Hilleary; Ed
Bryant,'R-Tenn.; John Duncan Jr.,
R-Tenn.; Harold Ford Jr., D-Tenn.:
Bart Gordon, D-Tenn.; Bad Cramer,
D-Ala.: and Roger Wicker, R-Miss.
"I think the delegation may be
on the same page now. - That's
what we are hoping." Clement
spokeswoman Christi Ray said.
But Wamp spokesman Dick Kopper said the proposals weren't competing against each other or even
alternatives to each other. and that
Wamp wasn't giving up on the
$50 million appropriation.

Tow c9ftei Drwitect!
To What?

3 Night Revival

When?

Thurs. through Sat.
October 8-10, 1998 at 7 p.m.
•
Lake-Land Apostolic Church
1653 No. 16th St. Ext., Murray, Ky.

Where?
Speaker?

Rev. J. Michael Wilson
of Parsons, TN. Singer,
Songwriter, Musician
and Pastor.

Pastor?

James H. Cain
For more information, call
(502)753-5757 or (502)759-1602
,cWel,COMei
cetee..44,04Pte

THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
SEMINAR
Dr. Dwight K. Nelson

nig_Ut

State board OKs suspension
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A negotiated suspension of a Pike
County school board ,member has been approved by the Kentucky
Board of Education.
W. Keith Hall can be no more than a spectator at local board
meetings for eight months. He also must undergo a training program of the Kentucky School Boards Association. _
Education Commissioner Bill Cody filed charges against Hall,
Alvin Newsome and Shannon Justice in June. All were charged
with failing to try to stop alleged abuses by the school district's
former superintendent, Reo Johns.

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
Carpet • Vinyl • Tile • Hardwood
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Come by & see our showroom today!
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
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Investment Rates
TERMS

MINIMUM

18-MONTH
15-MONTH
12-MONTH
182-DAY
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

Titanic:
Arcs'We Next?
Live Via Satellite Worldwick

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATES
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

arehouse,
:c Tire

4.00% 4.25% 5.00% 4.50% 4.60%
4.04% 4.30% 5.07% 4.55% 4.55%
1111 Main, Murra. Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Friday, Oct. 9th to Sat. Nov. 14th
No Meetings On Monday & Thursday

7:15 p.m.

Seventh-Day Adventist Church
15th & Sycamore Streets

400 Industrial Rd.
7r.1 tut
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WQTV vs. MSU mission

FROM OUR READERS

Generation X full
of possibilities

now Every time I turn around, I hear about some
crime or terrible thing a young person has committed. This is the subject I want to address.
First Timothy 4:12-13 reads: "Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young,
but set an example for the believers in speech,
in life, in love, in faith and in purity. Until I
come, devote yourself to the public reading of
Scripture, to preaching and to teaching."
1 hope that in writing this letter I might be
able to do what the scripture says. That is the
purp6se of this letter. I am tired of the negative
statements said about us, the youth everyone calls
Generation X.
. People need to stop looking at all the negative and start focusing on the positive.
Why don't people ever talk about the good things?
Things to-be proud of, like students with straight
As, or even Cs, who graduate from high school.
What about the youth that do extra curricular
activities, sports, attend church regularly, go on
mission trips, get jobs to pay for their own vehicle and college education, and respect their family, friends and country. Is it too good to be
true? Absolutely not!
I think about how one woman got prayer taken
out of school. Ever since that day, problems have
gone from talking in the classroom to murder. Maybe
the government has a part to blame in this. Even
our own president is living an immpral life, so
what do you expect?
ys," is some"I can't believe teenagers these
thing I hear all the time. It makes me have an
uneasy feeling to know that a large amount of
the Baby Boomers that call themselves Christians
just go sit on the pew on Sunday and then do
not live as a Christian the rest of the week.
Could these just be religious people? When
one preaches one thing and then does another, it
does not set a good example.
No one is perfect, but in life reality is reality. There are choices that have to be made. We
can make good choices or bad choices. Instead
of pointing out all the negative in Generation X,
why don't people live an example and teach the
younger generation how to make smart choices?
If one is thinking and talking negatively about
us youth of this country and world, that is not
going to change anything. Believe it or not, there
are some wonderful things in the youth of this
country and some care about their life, future
and world around them.

Dear Editor:
I want to confront an issue, or may I say an
opinion that has bothered me for quite some time

Cherie Moore
496 Oakwood Circle
Murray, KY 42071

Alcohol consumption
bothers graduate
Dear Editor:
I am a Murray State University graduate who
attended the MSU Homecoming events this past
weekend. 1 want to commend the university and
the. community for providing many wonderful
activities.
I do, however. .have a concern which troubled
me. On three different occasions on Saturday. 1
saw people openly consuming alcoholic beverages
in public! One of these incidents took place on
a float!
The other two incidents occurred at the MSU
stadium and grounds_4._was_ walking up.the sidewalk around the stadium to attend the game when
I saw a couple who was drinking beer in plastic glasses. But let's say I give them the benefit of the doubt and assume that the beverage
was non-alcoholic beer. The last incident clearly
involved "real" beer.
It occurred at the ticket gate. I saw two more
people who were holding beer cans. One was a
woman who was standing by a wall drinking,
and the other was a man who took one last
drink of his beer before -handing the ticket-taker
his ticket. He then asked her where he could
throw away his can. The trash can was right in
front of him with a police officer standing beside
it!
I could not believe my eyes! Please correct
me if I am wrong, but I thought Murray was a
"dry" county! And I assume that includes the
property of MSU.
What people do in the privacy of their homes
is their business, but when we have a law that
prohibits drinking in public, that is something
completely different, even if it is a time when
our city experiences the financial boosts of Homecoming. visitors!
Angie Hawkins
1326 Main St.
Murray. KY 42071

As "The Biscuit" on Fox's hit
show "Ally McBeal" would say,
"I am troubled."
I am a proud graduate of Murray State University's journalism
program. I spent hours working
on the student newspaper, gettirtg
valuable hands-on training.
However, in the past few months,
I have seen events transpire within the department of journalism
and mass communications that have
left me with a very sour taste in
my mouth.
And after meeting with advisory council members for the
department, comprised of regional
professionals, I have realized that
I am not alone.
I am troubled that students interested in television broadcasting are
no longer able to enjoy the benefits of hands-on experience through
paid positions at the school's cable
access channel - TV 11.'
TV-11 has served as a hands- j
on laboratory for MSU's journalism department in the past since
the 1970s and has produced a significant number of alumni across
the country.
So what has happened? Why
the sudden elimination of student
jobs?
Let's look to the acquisition of
"the money pit" for answers. I am
speaking about WQTV, the lowpower television station that was
donated to the university.
That acquisition dismantled
MSU TV-11. According to Ted
Wendt, dean of the MSU College
of Fine Arts and Communication,
WQTV requires a staff of professionals to operate it since it has
an FCC license.
In an earlier news story. Wendt
said, "It can't be left.to students.
It operates 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. That can't be left to
chance."
This low-power television station has a history of problems that
the university has apparently inherited, the greatest of which seems
to be in the financial realm.
One of the advisory council
members happens to run a successful low-power television station...at a cost of about $75,000
a month.
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to realize that the university

WILLFUL THOUGHTS

can't possibly foot that kind of
bill, unless other operations are
completely gutted.
When the WQTV issue hit the
campus, faculty members began
asking questions. Many of those
questions remain unanswered.
Those professors affiliated with
broadcast journalism were bumped
from their offices in the television area and moved across campus.
That is the equivalent of moving the chemistry professors away
from their chemistry labs.
One faculty member put it this
way: "I believe our students will
be greatly disserved by this move
(change in TV-11), and that ultimately, the broadcast industry at
large will be robbed of the quality training which has for so long
distinguished the department."
TV-11 is simply a television
version of the Murray State News,
which is a student-run campus
newspaper. The newspaper employs
students to handle the operations,
providing valuable hands-on experience that can't be replaced.
How else are these students
going to learn the necessary skills?
Shall we pull out the textbook and
try to teach simply with lectures?
Give me a break - would you
want our future teachers to learn
without doing student teaching?
Would you want our doctors to
learn by reading rather than doing?
I don't think so.
While the upper administration
continues to put on a positive front
by explaining that the acquisition
of WQTV involves a transition
period, and that all will be fine
soon, there ire those of us who
are wondering what will happen
to the end product?
What will happen to those students who need that experience
NOW before they start knocking
on doors seeking jobs? Without
some sort of hands-on training,
they are dead meat.

I am sure that the administration did not purposely embroil the
department in this mess. And I
can refer to one of Wendt's earlier comments for a glimmer. of
hope: "Ultimately,everybody's goal
is the same. We want to do best
by the academic programs and the
best by WQTV. We will do whatever it takes to make both of those
a reality."
If that is the case, now is the
time to start some heavy planning
so that the current batch of broadcast journalists receive the handson training they deserve.
The resources for the broadcast
journalism run deep in this region.
We have several high quality television stations who are willing
to provide assistance. One of the
advisory council members said he
would love to donate equipment
to the students - but not to WQTV,
a "professional" operation.
go is this much ado about nothing?
Look at it this way: if Murray
State students are not provided
with hands-on training, the chances
of them being placed locally is
slim.
Putting on my "I love Murray"
hat, I have to point out that many
of the students who attend the
university have local ties that run
deep. Those ties just might be strong
enough to keep them in western
Kentucky, provided that they find
jobs.
But if our graduates don't have
the tools they need to be competitive
in the job market, businesses will
start looking elsewhere. Our local
students will have to leave the
community to find jobs.
So what is the answer? It is
quite simple - tell us what the
mission is for WQTV. Explore
ways to find some common ground
so that laboratory experience is
not left by the wayside.
Above all, do what is right for
the students.

Dems in political dilemma

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3547 (Washington)
ES. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russel Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCO.NNE1,1.
361A Rtissd Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included. Letters must not be more than 500 words. We reserve the
right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the- Editor,
Murray Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 7531927.

LieuCGAYer &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publi,rier
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

- 'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
l't'BLINIIE) BY Aft'RRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

WALTER NIEARS: House.
Democrats can't wait for final
Clinton judgment
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ultimately, President Clinton said, the
American people will decide what
happens to him. Congressional
Democrats don't have that long.
That is their political dilemma
in the Republican march toward
impeachment hearings, to be commissioned today and held after
the Nov. 3 elections.
There's never been any doubt
about the outcome of today's vote
on a House Judiciary Committee
resolution to conduct the impeachment investigation. The Republican majority will approve it, under
procedures that deny Democrats the
political refuge of a separate vote
for the more limited impeachment
inquiry they advocate.
Gauging the impact is another
matter. In the debate over theinquiry into potentially impeachable offenses. the Democrats need
electoral defenses.
And one formula does not fit
all — a House election is 435
separate elections, relatively few
of them competitive, but the balance of congressional power rests
in those that are, perhaps as many
as 40.
When the Judiciary Committee
voted to investigate Clinton, the
terms were set by the Republican majority, 21 in all, to the 16
Democrats, who said it proved
GOP partisanship.
But the Democrats didn't vote
to spare Clinton any investigation: they sought to limit the time
and topic, to deal only with the
Monica Lewinsky affair.
That's the formula for their
futile alternative in the House. It
will be dealt with indirectly, on
a motion to send the question
back to the committee with instructions to rewrite it on the Democrats' terms.
The Republicans have the votes

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
to block that and approve an unlimited investigation.
The only question is how :many
of the 206 House Democrats will
vote with them. To vote no would
seem to be sparing Clinton, when
he had confessed to his liaisons
with Ms. Lewinsky and to lying
about it publicly, while denying
the perjury accusations that are part
of the impeachment case against
him.
The White House had sought
to discourage Democrats from voting for the open-ended investigation, since the closer to party
lines the verdict, the better its
argument that Republicans are in
partisan pursuit of Clinton.
But that carries its own risks,
since a hard-tell lobbying effort
to hold Democratic lines would
be vulnerable to that accusation
in reverse.
And for Democrats facing close
re-election contests, a vote against
any investigation of Clinton's
admitted misconduct would be a
campaign liability.
"I'think everybody should cast
a vote of principle and conscience,"
Clinton said Tuesday. "What happens, to me I think ultimately will
be for the American people to
decide."
They'll decide- on less than a
month what happens to the 402
House members seeking new terms.
Few of them are really at risk.
"The only races that really mat
ter are the swing seats," said Rep.
Jim Moran of Virginia, one of
the Democrats who said that in
the final count, he'd vote for the
Republican resolution.

He said that in 20 to 30 close
House contests — his is not
among them — Democrats could
be in no-win situations were they
to vote against the impeachment
investigation.
"They either alienate their base
or they alienate the margin of
victory they need," he said.
He said the best strategy would
be to neutralize the vote as an
issue by accepting the Republican terms.
But pollsters said they were
picking up signals that the GOP
moves on impeachment might stir
Democrats and increase their
turnout in the off-year elections.
Rep. Vic Fazio, the Democratic whip, who is not running for
re-election, said the investigation
vote is overrated. "We all know
that with an election coming, the
Republican ranks were going to
hold," he said.
Democratic ranks are not. The
political explanations obscure the
e reason for the issue,
fact tha
and the campaign risks, is that a
Democr tic president had the
Lewinsky affair, lied about it and
finally had to admit to it.
Fazio said the vote: on investigating the impeachment accusations brought by prosecutor Kenneth Starr isn't the one that counts,
that the real decision is due later,
after the election, when Congress
decides whether to proceed with
impeachment.
"It's up to others to decide
what happens to me," Clinton
said. "And, ultimately, it's going
to be up to the American people
to make a clear statement there."
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Scrapbook course
offered at MSU
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Family photos and other treasures often end up in a shoe box
collecting dust. All those mementos deserve a better fate than, the
back of a closet.
With Murray State University's
non-credit evening course, individuals can learn how best to display those keepsakes using proper, photo-safe products.
"Creating Your Family's Scrapbook" runs for four Tuesdays from
7-9 p.m., beginning Oct. 20 and
ending Nov. 10. The course will
meet in the Collins Center for Industry and Technology on campus.
Creative memories consultant
Brenda Hines will demonstrate fast
and easy techniques to create attractive scrapbook pages with photo-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
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MOBILE CLASS: Classmates Cody Myers, Barry Cooper and Brandon Sharp look over a
computer program for their Computer Sciences curricula during a break Wednesday at the
Curris Center.

House,Senate working on tax-cut bill
Tax
WASHINGTON (AP)
negotiators for the House and Senate were nearing final agreement
on a pared-down, $9 billion package that would mainly benefit business and spend none of the projected budget surpluses.
With the House-passed $80 billion five-year tax cut bill hopelessly mired in the Senate, Republican leaders were working on a
tentative plan that would renew
several expiring tax credits for
business and add provisions for
the self-employed,farmers and local
government construction projects,
said Republican congressional
sources who spoke Wednesday on condition of anonymity.
None of the $1.6 trillion budg- et surplus forecast over the next
decade would be used to offset
the cost of the tax bill. The larger measure would have used some
of the surplus, drawing a veto
threat from President Clinton and
opposition from most Democrats.
"Apparently, the prognosis is
- not too good" for the. $80 billion
,aid- House Ways -and-

Impeachment debate distracts Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP)-On the
surface, President Clinton is cool,
all *business - championing wetlands and protecting Medicare beneficiaries. But the night before a
House vote on impeachment proceedings, he let slip a hint of distraction.
He was speaking to a dinner
of the League of Conservation Voters Wednesday night and outlining new environmental regulations,
when he struggled to recall an
earlier education bill-signing cer-.
emony "this afternoon - or this
morning, I guess. Time flies when
For all your heating &
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you're having fun.
"Anyway, sometime today we
had a marvelous ceremony," the
president concluded with a chuckle. In a rambling and often cryptic speech to Democratic party
contributors later Wednesday, Clinton repeatedly stressed his "hard,
cold experience in the cauldron
that I have lived in for six years."
Today, at about the same time
House members planned to debate -
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You Working Folks Come By & See How Much
You Can Save!

To receive a catalog of noncredit evening courses from Murray State or to enroll in "Creating Your Family's Scrapbook," contact MSU's Office of Conferences
and Workshops locally at 762-3662
or toll free outside of Calloway
County at 1 (800) 669-7654.

HOG MARKET
Federal State %1arket News Sersice Ottober x
1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 20 Est. 100 Barrows & Gilts 51.00 higher

Sows steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs. . $25.50 - 26.00 few 26_50
$21.00 - 24.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$24.50 - 25.50
US 3-4 260-2110 lbs

IS 1-2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 56.00-7.00

1.15.00

17.00

$10.50- 11.50

$11.00 14.00
$13.00 - 17.00
$17.00 21.00
$9.50- 10.50

1
:
0.0410-00*1
COMING SOON!

REVIVAL it

YES!

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

•

October 11-14
Sunday 10:45 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.
Monday - Wednesday 6:31 p.m.
Speaker - Former NFL All Pro Linebacker
John "BULL" Bramlett
Music - Ricky Shankle
You are invited to come hear how the meanest, hardest
Effing man in proFessionaTfootFall-foundihe onTypeace that could calm his rage.
Nursery Available • Everyone Welcome

753-4703
• • .ill,s,nith Ith

I

Your local
connection to
the home team...
That's what Fox Sports South is all about. It's nothing but
regional faxorites, local heroes and the games that really
matter to you. From the Murray State Racers to the
Kentucky Wildcats, the OVC to the SEC, Fox Sports South
will deliver your sports, your teams, your favorites - right to'
your living room. So, pop the popcorn, grab the chips, and put
on your lucky sweatshirt. The home team is on.

JVC®, Panasonic®, Kenwood®,
Cerwin-Vega® & Much More!

BEWARE OF REFERBS& SECONDS
IN CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT
Shop Before You Buy

OSA•Slivara
222 So. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5865

9307 State
Rt. 94E
Murray

:VYLICM08400

Cr,npie.e 24 14, 11....4,•np• H.,o.ety S4,rttice

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!
Our services include
•Local & Long Distance Hauling
•Safe, Secured Storage Facility
.24 Hour Emergency Service

753-5562

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY
1-nmplke,

The $68 registration fee includes
a photo-safe scrapbook, a package of adhesives and a. non-fade
marker.

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of
the many animals now available for adoption. They
include these Collie mix puppies. eight weeks old. Hours
of the shelter. open to the
public, are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday. Tuesday. Thursday. and
Friday. 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat!
urday. and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

753-9911

Glenn
Cossey

invesiccusar Kencounts,
e later,
)ngress
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decide
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going
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there."

mince at midday Wednesday that
this was the likely direction of
the bill.
But the road.to final passage
remained strewn with obstacles.
For instance, several senators were
trying to attach items dealing with
credits for the coal industry, wind
energy and chicken waste disposal, one source said.

graphs enhanced by meaningful
journaling and unique decoration.
During the course, panicipants
will have the opportunity to use
cropping tools and pygma pens to
enhance the look of thier emerging scrapbook.

Loyal. True Blue. A Real Fan. Win or Lose - you're there,
cheering on the home team, the alma mater. You're the kind
of sports fan we had in mind when we went looking for a
great new channel.

On Installation Of Stereos Over $200.00

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By

and vote on moving forward with
a full-blown impeachment proceeding, Clinton arranged to summon reporters to the Oval Office
to talk about what he's doing for
Medicare beneficiaries about to
lose their HMO plans.
Some three dozen private health
plans that participate in Medicare
have said they won't renew their
contracts next year and an additional 31 are reducing service areas.

October 1/2Price Sale

y were

le GOP
;ght stir
their
ections.
mocraing for
igation
know
ng, the
ling to

miums foi• the self-employed fully
tax-deductible by 2003. Current
law would not phase in full
deductibility until 2007.
-Changing rules for certain
revenue bonds that would let local
governments raise more tax-exempt
revenue for a variety of construction
projects ranging from sewer plants
to low-income housing.
- -Helping farmers suffering
through a deep price slump by
allowing income averaging, which
smoothes out ups and downs. Also
on the table is a measure expanding the number of years a farmer
can deduct crop losses caused by
disaster.
The smaller tax bill would not
spend any of the budget surplus.
Much of the cost would be offset by a change in the way certain dividends are deducted by
shareholders in investment companies and real estate investment
trusts.
The sources cautioned that the
details are still in flux. Still, they
said, Archer told Republican members of the Ways and Means Corn-

Means 'Committee Chairman Bill
Archer, R-Texas.
Clinton said he would veto that
bill because it would not set aside
all of the surplus until Social Security's future solvency is assured.
But Democrats and Republicans
both want to renew the business
tax credits, which include benefits for corpiprate research and
development, companies that operate overseas and firms that hire
workers from certain disadvantaged groups.
Behind-the-scenes negotiations
were taking place over what else
to put into the bill. Because it is
one measure Congress is likely to
pass before adjourning in a few
days, lawmakers hope to attach their
pet priorities at the last minute
- or block the measure if they
can't.
Archer said Wednesday, it was
"premature" to describe the final
product, but several sources in the
House and Senate said three items
had the best chance to be included:
-Making health insurance pre-
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Stock Market Report

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...7617.85 - 12184
Intel
31\i, -%
Air Products
Kroger
AT&T
LG & E
Bell South
Lucent Tech
Briggs & Stratton
Mattel
::11-3-!t;
:
47531084,:
9
Bristol Myers Squibb ..84
McDonalds
Caterpillar
Mercantile Bank
16". - 2'.
(Thrysler
Merck
I )can Foods
Microsoft
i.:xxon
72'-.- l',..
C. Penney
Ford Motor ....
Quaker Oats
General Electric
Schering-Plough
SO .
„AO General Motors
Scars
29 '2
Liootinch
Texaco
-'7
47'.
Goodyear
Time Warner
IS',. II IfiA
HopFed liankb
Union Ptantcrs
IIK%IBM
UST
14'. - I
Ingersoll Rand
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons Is. market maker In this Mock
UNC poce unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

28%
54% - 2'r
27
61's.+".
41% - 2
1231/2 -2%
89 - 5%,
445,.
, .57%
894- 2's
61's.- 1
-
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1111

5.%
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Now part of the Standard Connect Package from CableComm!
CableComm, Fox Sports South and
the Murray State Racers are your home team connection!

Are you connected?
Call Today! 753-5005

304. -%
56.- 2',

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

TM

77% -

ConnecT81)
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarrett. director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
For the Ocean Makes
Me A Child Again
By Linda M. Sietiold
I wade in the ocean's salt skater
The waves reaching up to
chest:
All about me is children's laughter
And I laugh in glee with the rest
For the ocean makes me a child
again
Though it be for only a day.
I challenge its leaping waters, then
It topples me in rough play.
I rise, shake my head, go back
for more
For to me it's vastly refreshing:
It makes me forget all cares and
chores,
And everything that's depressing.
I love to watch its vast, heaving
form,
Its wavelets and big cresting breakers
(Though on a cruise ship I'd feel
forlorn,
I'd miss my on home and green
acres.)
I love to comb the beach for shells
By myself, on a summer morning.
And watch ever-changing ocean
swells.
And the sun rise, at day's dawning.
_Me sea is fascinating to me. • .
With its breakers and changing
tides....
A world of beauty and mystery.
And by it I long to reside.

Their pointed eyes keep staring
As I shake with fear
For I've seen nothing like them
Since Hall-o-ween last year.
Their evil mouth is open. there's
a lite inside
I might'as well just stand here
No use to run and hide.
So boys and girls take warning
If you see things you've never
seen
It just might be mom and daddy
Dressed up for Hall-o-ween.

Today is National Depression Screening Day.
This is one of the illnesses that we would like to put on the
"back burner" and think it will never happen to us or a member of our family. As doctors will verify, it can happen to any
one. Much research has been, done to strive to get people to
seek help for depression which can happen to any person of
any age including children.
This is the Eighth annual National Depression Screening Day.
More than 400,000 Americans have participated in the program
since it started in 1991. To find the depression-screening site
near you, call toll-free, 1-800-973-2211, or your local doctor.

That is That
By Charlie York
It was my hat and
it was mashed flat. _
It wasn't an elephant
and that is that.
It wasn't a pigeon.
it wasn't a rat.
Yet my best hat
is flat.
It wasn't a butterfly
it wasn't a bat.
It wasn't a puppy dog
it wasn't a cat.
I'd like to blame you
"BUT IT WAS ME"
AND THAT IS THAT!

Extension Board to meet tonight
Calloway County Extension District Board will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the United Way Board Room of Weaks
Community Center. All interested persons are invited.

Lodge meeting is tonight
Lodge 592- of Woodmen of the World will meeticinigtiQThursday) at 6 p.m. at the Log Cabin Restaurant. This is open to all
members and interested persons.

Amberly Nicole Oliver
and Jay Gregory Smith

Living With Depression
By Elizabeth Turner
I can tell you about depression
It isn't the blase or the blues.
You can bet I know about it
I have walked in that demon's
shoes.
I didn't learn about it in a book.
Or learn about it on TV.
I lived it day by day
And know what it did to me▪ .
It's like being in a long dark tunnel
It's as dark aM black -as. midnight
You grope along in darkness
And think you will never see the
light.
I was told to snap out of it.
Reach out and help some one else
Halloween
How can you help someone
By W. P. (Dub) Hurt
When you can't help your self.
It's a perfect day to go for a walk
You feel so much misery and
While the gentle breeze is stirring hopelessness
The fodder on the stalk.
The person I once was died long
The changing leaves are falling
ago
Hall-o-ween is drawing near
The world rushed on its busy way.
Wow many ghosts and goblins
I wasn't missed for no one knew
Will visit me this s.'ear.
I was gone
I wait with anticipation and I hold
You find your life is like a butmy breath.
terfly
For the knock on the door
Except much in reverse
That will scare me half to death.
For when metamorphosis takes
There's a lot of jack-g'-lanterns
place
Sittin' on the lawn
You find you're just an ugly old
Grinnin' so mysteriously just before
worm.
the dawn.
•

Lodge breakfast Saturday

Oliver-Smith vows
will be said Oct. 17
Mr. and Mrs. Rodnie Oliver of Memphis, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amberly
Nicole Oliver, to Jay Gregory Smith, son_ of the Rev. aid Mrs. Jay
0. Smith of Memphis.
Miss Oliver is the granddaughter of William and Marvina Oliver
of Calvert City and of Aubrey and Joan Eldridge of Murray. She is
the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Margie McFarren of Gas City, Ind.,
and of Mrs. Nancy Eldridge of Almo.
Mr.- Smith is the grandson of Mrs. Gladys Smith and the late Oliver Smith, Merrill and Helen - Ralph, and the late C.O. Trotter Jr., all
of Covington, Tenn. The bride-elect is a graduate of Gateway Baptist School. She is
employed by MedArm Inc., Memphis.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Thrifthaven Baptist Academy and
the University of Memphis. He is employed by ICI Acrylics, Memphis.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 17, 1998, at 4 p.m. at Oak
Crest Baptist Church, Memphis.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
After their wedding the couple will make their home in Memphis.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and accepted Masons will have its
annual country ham breakfast with all the trimmings on Saturday
starting at 6 a.m. at the lodge hall, Highway 121 North at Robertson Road North. In the past- the lodge has given monetary donations to Need Line, Habitat for Humanity and scholarships. Proceeds from the tickets at $4 each will be used to replenishing the
building fund in preparation for some drainage renovations that
must take place in the near future. This is open to the public.

CCMS PTO holding drive
Calloway County Middle School PTO is holding a membership
drive through Oct. 16. The student who brings in the most new
members will win a personal television with an AM/FM cassette
tape player. Prizes will also be awarded for second and third place
winners to students with most new members. Also prizes will be
awarded for those students with 10 or more new members, and to
the homeroom with the most members.

Democratic Rally Saturday
A Democratic Party Rally for all Democratic candidates in the
November General Election will be Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North. There will be
free food for all those' attending to meet the candidates. This, is
being sponsored by the Calloway County Democratic Party Executive Committee.

Point Pleasant plans work day
Point Pleasant Cemetery will have a work day Saturday at 8
a.m. Persons attending are asked to bring rakes, shovels, pruning
shears, or small chain saws to help in cleaning the cemetery. Those
unable to attend may send their donations to Point Pleasant Cemetery Fund, 380 McIntosh Rd., Paris, TN 38242. .For more information call 1-901-642-3228 or 1-901-247-3920.

REUNIONS
Garland reunion Sunday
Descendants of Amos Garland and Alice Elkins Garland will have
reunion on Sunday in the Community Room of the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. A
otluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are
nvited to attend.

Fall Festival on Saturday
A Community Wide Fall Festival will be Saturday from 3 to 6
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. Events for both young and old will
be featured. Food and refreshments will be served, according to a
festival committee member who invites the public to attend.
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Young At Heart event Saturday
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It Pot(Mold we have
been in Murray for
1 Year and we are ready
to Celebrate!

FROGGY
103.7

•

will be on
hand!

We are pleased to
announce that
Melissa Coles,
bride-elect of
Billy Bowen,
has made her
domestic and
household selections
our
bridal registry.
Melissa and Billy
will be married
October 17, 1998.
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A "Fall Festival" for the Young at Heart (senior adults) of Westside Baptist Church will be Saturday at 4 p.m. at the home of
Bobby and Shirley Lamb, 108 Haynes Creek Dr., Murray. For
information call 753-0621.

9:25

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is hosting
the annual book fair at the Calloway County Public Library.
The fair opened Tuesday and will
continue through Monday during
the regular hours of the library
which are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday, and I to 5 p.m.
Sunday.
Books for toddlers, children,
and middle school youth are available for purchasing from the
Scholastic Publishing Company.

SUPERCENTER
M.., I OW 10111[1.5
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Children's Sizes- Preemie - 4T
.
Maternity Sizes - Petite - 31{
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Don't Miss This!
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Giving Away
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25 Las Vegas
Vacations For Two

Hwy. 641 N.• Murray

Rounders .
1:10 3:40 7:10 9:40
•
Matinees Saturday
•
•
& Sunday Only
•

10-25% Off Selected
Fall Clothing
Selected Cribs and lied& on SAW

SUBSCRIBE

Join us Saturday Oct 10th for
Cake and Ice Cream

••

Every Friday Night
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POT O'GOLD
1306 Main South 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 767.9113
•••are•
•
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•COnsuitabor, avia Prescription

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

keview

We Care About You"

* Sp•clal Games
Double Bingo Pax,.

(30 calla or Was)

60%, 75% and 00%

8500 Jackpot Every Week

* $1,000 Lotter H

Srer.k,

J ) WO,d
'
(
605 Broadway
Paducah •443-8870

•Computerized 12ecords
•Delivery Servi(P 4vaila19le
•Open M-I 8-6,‘cit 8-12

New Location - 121 North

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License 10181

The

Why Choose Holland Drugs?

Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m

*We

This effort is to support the
Federated Woman's Club Project
Library 2000 in which donated
books are given to local public
and school libraries to enhance
their library holdings.
"This is an opportunity to purchase books for this project as
well as buying books for your
children," said Dr. Alice Koenecke,
book fair chairman for the Alpha
Department.
The theme of the book fair is
"We Can Build A Plant Where
Every Child Loves to Read."

Etc Kcife
Birf-hdaNt,Sok-a-bra-Hon.

WAL*MART

1:10 3:45 7:00 9:40

•
•
• Rush Hour
•
PGI3 1:15 3:20 7:10

Book fair opens at library

r

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.• M-F 8-6; Sat. 8-12

109 S. 4th St.• 753-1462
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High tailback Matt Perkins (23) looks to shake a Heath defender during the Tigers' 17-0 Homecoming win over the Pirates last Friday.
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Make The Play Al

Murray High (4-1)

NOW Installing &
Servicing One-Piece
Fiberglass Pools!

at

Fulton City (0-6)

753-5341
Today!

Oct. 9, 1998 -- 7:30 p.m.
Fulton City HS
Tigers look to extend four
game winning streak Friday

The Essential
Day Spa
"Murray's 1st Full Service Salon"

lestof
For

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Call
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I Massage Therapy•Facials
•Haircare•Nailcare
•Aromatherapy•Sugaring
•AVEDA Concept

Gift Certificates Available
301 N. 12th St.• Murray • 767-0760

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
After a season-opening ldss to district rival Fulton
County, the Murray High Tigers have looked impressive in
reeling off four straight wins:
ihe Tigers (4-1) hope to continue that string when they
return to Region I, District I play this Friday against the
Fulton City Bulldogs, who have struggled to an 0-6 start.
While most would see this contest as a mismatch, Tiger
head coach Rick Fisher said playing at Fulton City will be
no easy task.
"This reminds me of what they did two years ago
against us,"Isaid Fisher. "We went down there tvithout our
starting tailback and got beat."

MISSION STATEMENT
The Murray Family YMCA is a not
profit organization,dedicated to putting
Christian principles into practice
through programs that build healthy
,:pint, mind, and body for all regardless
of socio-economic circumstances.
MEMBER SERVICES
•Facility opens weekdays at 5:15 a.m.
.Facility stays open until 10 PM,7 days a
week.
•8 Quinton Treadmills
•2 Transports teliplical machines) •Stair climbers
•Airdyne, Life Fitness upright & recumbent
bikes
•Free babysitting offered iselected times
12th Street)
•Wholesome atmosphere
•Friendly staff and great social atmosphere
•Free equipment orientation & fitness
assessment
•Lap swim
•Music and/or TV while you workout
'Aerobic Classes

It could be deja vu for Murray this season.
The Tigers were without senior tailback Markise Foster
•
n last week's 17-0 Homecoming win over Heath.
Foster, who has battled leg cramps all season, will also

FREE DAY PASS!
TRY THE Y ON US.
BRING THIS IN TO EITHER
BRANCH FOR ONE FREE DAY!
(OFFER EXPIRES 12/I/98)

LOCATIONS
1510 Chestnut
209 N. 12th St.
15 Points)
759-YMCA
753-4295

uninini11111111

2 Medium
2 Toppings Pizza

GET A FRIEND TO SIGN-UP
1FOR THE FIRST TIME)
AND WELL GIVE YOU A NEW
BOLD ~Y" T-SHIRT.

miss Friday night's'action. And to make matters worse, reserve tailbacks Richard Olive (ankle) and Anthony Cogdell
(shoulder) were both injured against Heath.
"(Tailback) is a big concern for us," Fisher noted. "Our
top three runners are down,"
The injuries have forced Fisher and the Tiger coaching
staff to make some adjustments for this week, moving Matt
Perkins from receiver to the backfield and inserting sophomore Matt Hinton into the lineup.
"When we have one to go down, we have to make an adjustment. And in Class A ball, you're just patching holes
instead of getting better," Fisher explained.
After traveling to Fulton City, the Tigers will take their
road show to Graves County to face rival Mayfield. That
will be followed by a home contest with Ballard Memorial
to end a key three-game stretch.
"If we want to play in November. then we have to pla)
well in the next three games," said Fisher. "The next three
weeks will determine if and where we will play in the playoffs."

04b

1:::6111?
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tnhersity Plaza • Niurra • 733-1851

N&T
PAINTING
Residential • Co mrnez cial
Painting & Spx lying

Call For Free Estimate

753-2407

,. . .
1141.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Malor Brands

Excludes Dominator
199
$1
Carry Out or Delivery

04b

I

.7onlynCt valid with any other ofic•
Valid at participating store
Prices may vat" 42ustonier pays sale;i tax where applicable (tor
I drivers carry lew than $2000 Canh value 1/205 01997 Domino

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

117 S 12th Street

753-3030
I Delivering a Million Smiles a Day.
ma_

1

•Ab

759-2265

Five Points

759-1529

Professional Lubrication For Your
Car, Truck, Motor.Home.

t? SCREEN PRINTING :(
308 NORTH 12th STREET
-MURRAY, 1SY
502-753-7743

SUPPORT YOUR TEAM!
CAPS - T SHIRTS - JACKETS

GOLF SHIRTS SWEAT SHIRTS
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Knoblauch's
goof costs
Yankees, 4-1

STAFF
WRITER

Closin' in
and takin'
names in
picks race

brainer, had a harsher assessment,
By RONALD BLUM
booing him loudly when he came
AP Sports Writer
Chuck to the plate in the bottom half.
- NEW YORK (API
"Blockhead," screamed the
Knoblauch will never Ilse this down
headline in today's New
front-page
the
ending
up
winds
if Cleveland
York Post.
'New York Yankees' season.
"Chuck Brainlauch," added the
As Enrique Wilson swirled
around the bases like a tornado, back page.
At Yankee Stadium, it seems
Knoblauch kept pointing at first
base, trying to get umpires to call the wild is the norm during October. And this time, the Indians
interference on Travis Fryman.
Knoblauch pointed and point- were the beneficiary, happy to
ed, but the call never came. And head home to Jacobs Field withall the while, the ball sat on the out a pair of losses.
"You come into New York, you
infield dirt for all to see.
By the time Knoblauch finally come away with a split, I think
picked up the ball and threw it, you can go home ana feel like
Wilson was flopping into home you did something," said Fryman,
plate with the go-ahead run.
See Page 9A
"I'm pretty shocked. ... I was
kind of dumbfounded," Knoblauch
said Wednesday after the Indians'
File Photo
4-1, 12-inning victory over New Chuck Knoblauch's fielding
York, which tied the American error wound up costing New
League championship series at a York in a 4-1 loss to Clevegame apiece.
land Wednesday.
Yankees fans, angry at his no-

Caminiti's homer
boosts Padres 3-2
San Diego leads NLCS 1-0
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Ken Caminiti earned
this save for the San Diego Padres.
On a long night when Trevor Hoffman
could not close out the Atlanta Braves in the
ninth inning, Caminiti provided relief of his
own. He homered in the 10th Wednesday
night and gave the Padres a 3-2 win in Game
1 of the NL championship series.
The Padres have not lost a game in which
they led after eight innings since July 24,
1996. Thanks to Caminiti, that streak is still
alive.
"I know Trevor is kicking himself a little bit because he's hard on himself," CaminiFile Photo

Ken Caminiti's 10th inning home run
lifted San Diego to a 3-2 win over
Atlanta in Game 1 on the National
League Championship Series.

ti said.
Caminiti connected with one out off Kerry
Ligtenberg, making him the latest in a long
line of Braves relievers to give up a big hit
in the postseason.
Pitching figured to decide this series, and
starters Andy Ashby of San Diego and John
Smoltz of Atlanta kept the score at 1-all
through the seventh. The bullpens, though,
were not so stellar.
"We both didn't look good, that's for sure,"
said Hoffman, successful on 53 of 54 save
chances in the regular season. "But it's nothing for anybody to hang their heads about."
Ligtenberg, a rookie, did not regret the 31 fastball that Caminiti hit over the centerfield fence.
"I attacked him with my strength," Ligtenberg said. "Sometimes you get them. Sometimes you don't."
II See Page 9A

UK reflects on loss to Arkansas, preps for SC
WR Yeast still
battling cramps

•

By TIM WHITMIRE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
From Craig Yeast's cramps to a
troublesome offensive line, Kentucky coach Hal Mumme has plenty of mysteries to solve this week
as his team prepares for a Oisit
from South Carolina.
The Wildcats (3-2, 0-2 Southeastern- Conference) are coming
off successive road losses to ranked

SCHEDULE
TODAY
SOCCER
'Murray vs. Marshall (DH)
TV Holland -- 5:30/7:30
•Lakers vs. Graves
CCHS field -•Lady Lakers at Graves
Farmington -- 6
FRIDAY
FOOTBALL
*Tigers at Fulton City Fulton - 7:30
•Lakers at Fulton County
Hickman -- 7.30

opponents. But where the team's
mood was generally hopeful after
a 51-35 loss to No. 6 Florida,
Saturday's 27-20 loss to No. 20
Arkansas has been harder to swallow. The Wildcats blew a 13-point
second-half lead and were unable
to convert two tries at the Arkansas
end zone from 12 yards out as
time expired.
"There was a bunch of wet
eyes in that Jocker room, a lot of
guys really upset" by the loss to
the Razorbacks, Mumme said Monday at his weekly meeting with
reporters. "We felt like we let one
get away from us."'

Tight end James Whalen agreed.
"We knew that if we executed
the rest of the game, we would
have the victory," Whalen' said.
Unlike the Florida game, where
Kentucky played catch-up for the
last three quarters, "This game,
we had control," Whalen said.
The Wildcats were hurt by the
ineffectiveness of Yeast, their top
wide receiver, who had a firstquarter touchdown catch but finished with just three catches for
44 yards.
Yeast's failure to circle back to
a Tim Couch pass early in the
fourth quarter led to an Arkansas

interception and the game-tying sive line. Kentucky had just eight
touchdown. He later left the game rushing yards against Arkansas, the
with cramps and was not on the fourth consecutive game in which
the Wildcats have had lesS than
field for Kentucky's final drive.
The coaches and training staff 90 yards on the ground.
"There just Wasn't a lot of room
haven't been able to figure out
the; source of Yeast's problems, for (the running backs)," Mumme
said. " ... We did not play well
Mumme said.
"They thought he'd done every- on the o-line in terms of the runthing, he took all the supplements ning lame."
The coach said offensive line
and all that kind of stuff that you
Guy Morriss would try some
coach
Jim
"(Trainer
said.
do," Mumme
Madaleno) is at a loss, he can't new drills this week before -considering any personnel changes.
explain it."
"Coach Morriss is going to work
mystified
equally
Mumme was
• by the continued run-blocking strug- on it and hopefully that will help,"
gles of Kentucky's veteran offen- Mumme said.

Smith sees improvement in Cards
By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach John L. Smith
knew he had some talent when
he •took over the Cardinal football
program last November.
He repeated as much often
throughout the spring and summer
as the team prepared to put a
nightmare 1-10 season behind it.
Blowout losses to Kentucky and
Utah to open the season did nothing to temper those feelings. Now,
with his team riding a.three-game

winning streak — its longest in
nearly three seasons — Smith
believes his team finally is Iteginning to reach the potential he'-new
was there all along.
-I'm very pleased with our guys
and their effort," Smith said Mon-,
day during- his weekly news conference. "We have improved a lot
and we have improved weekly. All
I know is we're trying to go out
every day and get belief
"We're not where we want to
be yet. We've still got a ways to
go. le.s coming. We're getting clos-

cr. We're getting to play with the
attitude we'd like. But we're still
a long way from being a good
football; team."
Since falling to Kentucky and
Utah, the Cardinals have outscored
Illinois, Boston College and Cincinnati 149 to 56,
In Saturday's 62-19 thrashing
of Cincinnati, the 62 points were
the most scored by a team since
racking up 68 against Murray State
in 1990. The team also piled up
•a•school-record 742 yards while
quarterback Chris Redman broke

school and Conference USA records
with 431 yards passing and 471
yards of total offense.
"This week really .was a step
up for us," Smith said. "It was a
step up just in the attitude we
want to play with.
"We were more pleased with
the kids than we have been ,s far
as playing fast, playing with effort,
running around trying to play until
the end of the whistle ... some of
those things were very, very positive to see

Look who's gaining ground.
On the strength of last week's •
Arkansas win over Kentucky, I
managed to gain yet another game
on picks guru Mark Young.
Former Murray State coach
Houston Nutt's Razorbacks gave
yours truly the first perfect week
(10-0) of the season. David
Ramey and I tied with unblemished slates while Mark fell to
9-1 with his pick of the Wildcats.
After eight weeks on the gridiron, Mark still stands tall with
a 51-7 record. I -- nudging ever
so close -- stand at 50-8 while
Ramey has gradually slipped
from the pack at 47-11.
I've been fortunate enough
to pick up two games in the
past three weeks, thanks to my
brilliant forecast of a Tennessee
victory over Florida in Week
Four (Sorry, just had to get that
one in -- again).
'With four weeks remaining
in the regular season, that leaves
me with plenty of time to finish off my comeback attempt.
But let's go back a Moment
to the UK-Arkansas game.
Without a doubt, this was
one of the best college football
games of the season -- so far.
An ever-improving Kentucky
squad and a surprising Razorback team -- off to a 4-0 start
-- displayed just what college
football is all about.
Even as much as I like the
National Football League, no professional game can match the
excitement or the atmosphere
that existed at Ljttle Rock last
weekend.
Nor could they match a weekend on the hill at Tennessee.
Yeah, I know what you're
thinking -- here we go with that
Vols stuff again.
In all seriousness, every college football fan should experience the kind of atmosphere
you'll find on a fall Saturday
in Knoxville.
I got the pleasure of witnessing
that atmosphere a few weekends
ago when the Vols played Hous!
ton at Neyland Stadium.
Trust me, when 50,000 fans
gather just to usher the band
into the stadium an hour and a
half before the game, you know
it's a great atmosphere.
There's not anything in the
world like being among 106,000plus college football fans.
For some reason. I just thought
you should know that.
Anyway, let's see if I can
pull even with the Markster.
Murray at Fulton City
If the picks slate doesn't get
any tougher than this one, nobody
will be gaining anything this
week.
After a season-opening loss
to district rival Fulton County,
the Tigers have reeled off four
straight wins over the likes of
Calloway, Reidland, Trigg County and /loath.
Murray returns to district play.
this week against The Bulldogs
(0-6), who have had their. share
of struggles this season.
With the annual game of the
year just a week away (Murray-Mayfield), it's possible the
Tigers could look past Fulton
•
City.
But it shouldn't matter much
either way.
The pick: \liirras in a landslide.
Calloway at Fulton County

•See
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The winner in the mixed category of the MBNA-Murray State
Homecoming Golf Scramble last Saturday was the foursome
of (from left) Mike Derra, Randy Lee, Robyn Myhill and Ken
Borgarding. The foursome shot a net round of 61, 10-underpar.

Calloway JV squads defeat Marshall Co.
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The Calloway County seventh and eighth grade football squads each came
away with a win over Marshall County Tuesday night.
Josh Young scored both of the Lakers touchdowns as the seventh grade
—
team defeated the Marshals 16-8 to move to 3-1 on the season.
In the eighth grade game, Jimmy Bynum, David Moore and Jeremiah Amett
each scored a touchdown as the Lakers downed Marshall 22-12. The Lakers are
now 4-2 on the season

Little league basketball signups Saturday
Signup for Calloway County little league basketball will be Saturday at the
CCHS gym.
Players in grades K-2 will register from 2 to 2:30 p m.; grades 3-4, 2:30-3:30;
grades 5-6, 3:30; and 7-8, 4:30. Players should be prepared to play Saturday for
tryouts.
Also, any parents who are interested in coaching should contact CCHS girls'
basketball coach Scott Sivills at the high school, 762-7375, extension 159.
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Caminiti hit the fourth postseason homer of his career, helping
him atone for failing to come up
with a key throw that let the Braves
tie it in the ninth.
"I was seeing the ball good. My
timing was back. And I felt good,"
he said. It was big." .
_Hoffman could not even close
out the game. With two outs in the
10th, he walked pitcher Tom Glavpinch-hitting because the
ine
Braves ran out of position players
— and Donne Wall relieved.
Wall, who had only one save
this season, walked Chipper Jones
before retiring Andres Galarraga on
a long fly to center field.
"A loss is a loss," Braves manager Bobby .Cox said. "We came
back against their best reliever. We
had him in trouble every inning."
Hoffman pitched two innings

and wound up with the victory. The
game ended at 1:43 a.m., pushed
back by a 2-hour, 1-minute rain delay at the start. "I'm not out here to get saves;
I'm out here to win ball games,"
Hoffman said.
The win was a good start for the
underdog Padres. The last five
opener of the
teams to win t
NLCS have gonri to the World
Series.
But San Diego sustained a big
Joss when 50-homer man Greg
Vaughn limped off in the fifth inning because of. a strained left
quadriceps.
"got real good news on that. He
could be out 3-to-4 days, that's the
early prognosis," Padres manager
Bruce Bochy said.
Game 2 will be tonight, with
Braves nemesis Kevin Brown
pitching against Glavine. Last fall,
Brown beat Atlanta twice at Turner
Field in the NLCS for Florida.

If anybody has the right to feel
Murray at Fulton City
sorry for themselves this season,
Calloway Co. at Fulton Co.
ii's the Lakers.
Injuries have ravaged an otherApollo at Marshall Co.
wise solid football team, but you'll
Reidland at Caldwell Co.
hear no groaning from head coach
Joe Stonecipher about 'his team's
Fort Campbell at Heath
misfortune.
Henderson at Graves
Meanwhile, the Pilots (4-2, 1-1)
have defeated everyone in sight but
Union at Lone Oak
annual powerhouses Mayfield and
Union City, Tenn.
Hopkins Cent. at Tilghman
A strong running game should
Murray SL at Middle Tenn.
he enough to lift the Pilots over
Calloway.
South Carolina at Kentucky
Take Fulton County tiN a
dozen.
Last week:
Apollo at Marshall Co.
Season:
Both of these squads come into
this contest with identical 5-1 records.
However, each team's loss tells win after four tries.
the whole story.
Union is a scary proposition for
The Marshals dropped a tough any playoff opponent.
decision to Mayfield in a game
Look for the Braves to coast to
many say they could easily have an easy victory.
won.
Hopkins Central
On the other hand, Apollo was
at Paducah Tilghman
stunned two weeks ago in a 33-30
Hopkins Central is an improved
loss to lowly Daviess County.
_team at 4-3, but they shouldn't be
Maishall was ini-pressive
able to handle the Blue Tornado (3dominating a 550 win over Callo- 3), who have played a brutal schedway last week.
ule
The Marshals should pull out
Tilghman easy.
the victory at home.
Murray State
Reidland at Caldwell Co.
at Middle Tennessee
This is another easy pick.
This is probably the toughest
The Greyhounds have Only won
game to pick this week.
once while Caldwell looks like one
A wrong pick here could be devof the better teams in the region.
astating to my chances of catching
Caldwell by a bunch.
Mark Young.
Fort Campbell at Heath
The Racers bounced back from a
A usually sound Fort Campbell
tough trip to Division I-A Brigham
squad has fallen on hard times this
Young for a big first half against
season, scuffling along at a lowly
Tennessee-Martin last week, but
0-6.
stumbled in the second half to
Heath played Murray tough last come away with just a 47-35 win
week in a 17-0 loss, but still only over the lowly Skyhawks.
has one win to show this season.
Meanwhile, the Blue Raiders (2This contest could go along 3)spoiled Tennessee Tech's Homeway in deciding the final playoff coming last week by squeaking out
berths in the Class 2A First Dis- a 19-16 victory.
trict.
This is the first of a crucial twoLet's go with the Pirates in a game stretch for the Racers, who
close one.
travel to Eastern Kentucky next
Henderson Co.at Graves Co:
week.
lienderson County is unbeaten
Murray has won the last three
at 6-0 while the Eagles have strug- meetings in this series, including
gled to a 1-5 record ... enough said.
the last two in Murfreesboro. Look
Take Henderson in a rout.
for the Racers to make it four in a
Union Co. at Lone Oak
row.
This is a battle of teams going in
NISU in a squeaker.
opposite directiians in the Class 3A
South Carolina al Kentucky
First District standings.
The Wildcats (3-2) have Tim
The Braves are flying high at 4- Couch and the Gamecocks (0-5)
2 overall. and 2-0 in district play are coached by Brad Scott. Need I
while the Purple Flash are 2-4 and say more?.
Kentucky by three dozen.
still looking for their first league

David Ramey
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Murray
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Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Marshall

Marshall

Marshall

Cakivrell
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Caldwell
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Beath

Heath
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Henderson

Henderson

Union

Union

Union

Tilghman

Tilghman

Tilghman

Murray St.

Murray St.

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

9-1

10-0

10-0

51,7

50-8

47-11

Murray St.

:SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
-See me for all your family insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Illoornington, NMnois

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS
All Times CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
(NBC)
Wednesday, Oct. 7
Cleveland 4, New York 1, 12 innings, series tied 1-1
Friday, Oct. 9
New York (Pettitte 16-11) at Cleveland (Colon 14-9), 7:08 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 10
New York (Hemandez 12-4) at
Cleveland (Gooden 8-6), 6:38 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 11
New York at Cleveland, 3:08 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13
Cleveland at New York, 7:08
if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Cleveland at New York, 7:08 m
if necessary
National League
(FOX)
Wednesday, Oct. 7
San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings,
San Diego leads senes 1-0
Thursday, Oct.8
San Diego (Brown 18-7) at Atlanta
(Glavine 20-6), 7:15 p.m.
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who got his first sacrifice in two
years. "It was a great win to me. I
don't care how I win, as long as
you win."
Jim Thome had singled off Jeff
Nelson, the eventual loser, leading
off the 12th, Cleveland's first runner since Omar Vizquel_ tripled
with one out in the eighth. Wilson
ran for Thome, and Fryman sent a
bunt up the first-base'line to Martinez.
"I didn't have much room to
really work with," Martinez said.
"The ball was bunted right next to
the line. I was trying to sneak it in
there."
Knoblauch had come over from
second to take the throw and the
ball struck Fryman, clearly running
in fair territory, in the back. Wilson
kept going, nearly tripping himself
up as he headed home with gigantic
strides. He sprawled into the plate
with the go-ahead run just ahead of
Jorge Posada's tag

"I don't feel like I didn't play
the ball out. I didn't know where it
was," Knoblauch said.
Yankees manager Joe Torre
tried to persuade first-base umpire
John Shulock and plate umpire Ted
Hendry to change the call.
"He was on the grass, It was so
blatant. I don't know what to say,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
"It was a terrible call,"
Did the umpires make the right
call? Crew chief Jim Evans said it's
all a matter of interpretation.

3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
Near Stella,just off Hwy. 121 North

19 Varieties • Potted & Dig-Your-Own

ERS

The
MoneyFlaee
5I3-A S. 12th St.

Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

umber Co.

Driveway
Sealer

.
•a • Uru.sa
•ORA,E IA
COA ftNG
I SE/hi f.
•

$
6
99 5 Gal.

Also available at The Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508 /
(In Limited Quantities)

l'x5'x6'
Dogear Boards

MONEY-IN•MINUTEV
Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or Corse Is Today.'

Mon .Fn 7-5, Sat 8-Aioon
Salo Mims Castut Carry

489-2462

•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion

$1
35 Each

In•home. Wel or office by. appointment.

Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Treated
Lattice

$699

4'x8'

Specializing In
Dean & General
Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-12

WORLD SERIES
(FOX)
Saturday, Oct. 17
Atlanta-San Diego winner at New
York-Cleveland winner. 7 p.m
Sunday, Oct. 18
Atlanta-San Diego winner at New
York-Cleveland winner, 6:55 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 20
New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-San Diego winner, 7:20 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 21
New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-San Diego winner, 7:20 p.m.

••••

JIRelvin's
Tire
Store

*New & Used'

Saturday, Oct. 10
Atlanta (Maddux 18-9) at San Diego (Hitchcock 9-7), 3:15 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 11
Atlanta (Neagle 16-11) at San Diego (Hamilton 13-13), 6:45 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 12
Atlanta at San Diego, 7:10 p.m if
necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 14
San Diego at Atlanta, 3:20 p m., if
necessary
Thursday, Oct. 15
San Diego at Atlanta, 7:15 p.m , it
necessary

41t114u1'Murray(5°2)753445
1

"World Record
Holder"• Adult
Magazine & Film Star
Oct. 7th
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-6656
•

Chestnut St.

Banking

On Laker

PROUD
SuPPORTER OF
Loan FOOTIALL

Pride!

Fon 70 yrAns.

Dees Bank
of Haze

PARKER
FORD

LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street
753.5273

Member FDIC

2 Adult Buffets for
$9.99 Pizza. Pasta.
Salad & Drink

4 RIT17
INTEG
, .,.
Custom Cabinets &Woodworking

76-9663
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway quarterback Tony Ryan (15) looks for running room against a Marshall County defender during last week's loss at Draffenville.

Calloway (2-4)

111 North 12th St. Nlurray • 753-1000

It's Not Just &Name,It's
The Way We'Do Business
Cabinets • Countertops • Mantels
Entertainments Centers • Office
Furniture • Repairs
Jett
Henderson

203 L.P. Miller

For all your heating & cooling

at
Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff

212 E. Main St.

Serving the area with
Honesty & Experience

Owned& Operated By
Cossey

Despite a difficult loss to Marshall County last week,
things are looking up in the Calloway County Lakers' camp
entering the seventh week of the season.
In an otherwise injury-riddled season, the Lakers got
some good news this week with the return of senior offensive guard Jeremy Darnell to the roster and the possible return ofjunior offensive tackle Matt Stone.
Darnell left the team four weeks ago after his sister,
Leah, was severely injured in a car accident. Stone was injured in a game earlier this year.

Thrry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

"Jeremy felt,like his sister was well enough that he
could rejoin the team," said Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher. "And Matt Stone could come back this week. That is
encouraging for our football team,"
The retgrn of those players and the seasoning ol a young
roster is important for four crucial games, according to
Stonecipher.
After facing Class A Fulton County this Friday at Hickman, Calloway will return to the Class 3A, First District
slate for the final three games of the season against Hopkins Central, Paducah Tilghman and Madisonville.
"We're entering a stretch that's very important for us,"
he said. "This will decide our destiny as far as the playoffs
are concerned."
The Lakers will face a Fulton County (4-2) squad that
got pounded in a 55-0 loss to Mayfield last week, but has
played well otherwise. The Pilots' only other loss was to
perennial powerhouse Union City, Tenn..
Fulton County will be without quarterback Neal Cruce
for a second straight week, but the Pilots' strength lies on
the ground with workhorse tailbacks Jamie Alexander and
Russell Stray running behind big lineman James Bridges.'"They're going to follow Bridges 88 percent of the
time," Stonecipher said. "They seem to be pretty predictable, so we feel like that we can determine the play from
their formations ... We feel like we can beat Fulton County.
That's a feeling we haven'i had in a while."
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Staff Writer
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Mayfield exhibition
calls for area entries

Gov. Paul Patton has proclaimed October as Arts and
Humanities Month. Pictured left to right are: Ed Lawrence,
Kentucky Arts Council; Gerri Combs, Kentucky Arts Council; Patton; Roy P. Peterson, Secretary, Education, Arts, and
Humanities Cabinet; Virginia Smith and Celia McDonald,
Kentucky Humanities Council.

October to celebrate
arts and humanities
Gov. Paul E. Patton joined mayors and governors from across the
country in proclaiming a monthlong celebration of the arts and
humanities in America on Oct. 1.
The Kentucky Humanities Council and Kentucky Arts Council
have joined the Governor - in hailing the arts and humanities, as
vital to the well being of our families, communities and the nation
as a whole.
National Arts and Humanities
Month, sponsored by the National Cultural Alliance: is an exciting opportunity to honor the role
of the arts and humanities in local
communities.
The month-long celebration grew

ig

out of National Ails Week, which
was started in 1985 by the National Endowment for the Arts.
It is a time to recognize the
importance of the arts and humanities in local communities and the
contribution they make to the quality of life for every citizen.
Through grants and services to
arts and organizations, schools,
community groups, local governments, and fellowship awards to
individual artists. the Arts Council fosters a thriving environment
for arts creation and enables widespread accessibility for the people
of the commonwealth.
The Kentucky Arts Council is
a- state agency in the tducation.
Arts and Humanities Cabinet.

The Mayfield/Graves County Art space.
A $200 cash award will be
Guild has issued a call for entries
to area artists for IMPRESSIONS given for the work judged "Best
'98, the guild's annual juried exhi- of Show," while $100 first place
bition, Nov. 22 through Dec. 12, and $50 second place awards will
at the Guild's Gallery in the Ice be given in each of the following
House at 120 N. Eighth St. in five categories - painting, drawing, photography, sculpture and
Mayfield.
Competition is open to all artists mixed media.
Additional Jurors Awards will
residing in Kentucky and adjoining states. Entry is by original be presented at the discretion of
work only and works must have the juror and the availability of
ill be
been completed within the last awards. All awards
three years, and should not have announced at the opening recepbeen previously exhibited at the tion Nov. 22 from 2 to 4 p.m.
.Juror for this year's IMPRESGuild Gallery.
There is no age limit for par- SIONS competition will be Jerry
ticipants in the competition. How- Watson of Paducah. Watson was
ever, works by middle and high a drawing and painting instructor
student artists are usually entered at the Continuing Education Proguild's YOUTHFUL gram at Paducah Community Colthe
in
IMPRESSIONS to be held in April lege from 1975 to1987. In 1982,
he was artist-in-residence at the
of 1999.
Evansville
Museum of Arts and
Entries will be accepted at the
Science.
gallery between the hours of 10
kle is currently employed as a
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through
illustrator and Lockheedtechnical
Friday and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. durSystems in PaducMartin
Energy
ing the weeks of Nov. 9 and 16.
has
He
paintings acceptah.
had
at
20
Nov.
is
entry
for
Deadline
than
juried exhibits
more
in
120
ed
4:30 p.m.
mid-states.
the
through
All 2-D works should be subHis works can be found in
stantially framed and where approcorporate collections and in
many
priate under glass or Plexiglas and
Collection of the
the
Permanent
must have standard hardware
of Arts and
Evansville
Museum
attached for hanging. Three-dimenScience, the Owensboro Museum
sional works must either have their
of Fine Art, the Parthenon in
own base, be capable of being
Nashville and the Yeiser Art Cendisplayed on the gallery's pedestals,
ter in Paducah.
or be free standing.
A non-refundable entry fee of. Additional information regarding
$15 for up to two pieces must IMPRESSIONS '98, along with a
accompany all entries, plus $7.50 copy of the entry form, may be
for each additional work entered. obtained by visiting the art guild
Payment of fees must be by during regular gallery the hours,
cash, check, or money order, writing the guild at P.O. Box 5132,
payable to the art guild. There Mayfield, KY 42066, or by callwill be up to 60 two-dimension- ing the guild office at 502-247•
al works and 10 three-dimension- 6971.
The guild is accessible to indial works selected by the juror .for
the exhibit. The final number select- viduals with disabilities and all
ed is dependent upon the size of interested persons are encouraged
submissions and available gallery to participate in guild activities

4 CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Hwy 641 - 1-1/2 miles South of
Murray to Tom Taylor Rd.
Right 1500 Yards

753-7728

We Stand

Custom Cabinets
6 Woodworking

Behind
Our Work!

*Office Furniture &
*Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
Countertops
Surface
*Solid

MN Cowry
COVAITRY 11441
fesrami

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive • Murray
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DARN!

Arts, Crafts, Exhibits, Games,
Rides, Music
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Worship Service, Gospel Music, Parade Sunday
For more information call 502-522-6066 or
www.hamfestiVgil.com

641 North Murray

Oct. 10 at 6:00 p.m.
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Murray State University
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Paducah, Kentucky
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For Reservations & Information

Call 762-4421

Saturday
October 10th
om -4pm
Rain or Shine

MSU Theatre Presents
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INBURANCE
Your partner in protection

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842
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Higher Praise Worship
Center

Power packed praise & worship
and a dynamic message of Jubilee.,

Time To
Renew Your
Homeowners
Insurance?
Give Us A Call.

,
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THIS BIG! Babe (Hattie Whelan. right) tries to show her sister Meg (Missy Denton) the size of the birthday cake she
has ordered for their sister in the Murray State Theatre
production of "Crimes of the Heart." The award-winning
play kicks off the MSU Theatre season with a story about
the lives and loves of three interesting sisters in Hazelhurst, Miss. The thee-act comedy-drama will end this weekend with performances Oct. 8-10 beginning at 7 p.m. For
information and reservations call 502-762-4421.

Is Celebrating
Our
1st Anniversary

Owners Kellie & Scott Wilferd
Invite You To Shop & Save
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10Tlev
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KLC to sponsor
letter writing contest

Local visual and performing artists will display their works
in downtown businesses and on the lawn of the court
square. Dancers from the Jackson Purchase Dance Company are pictured rehearsing for their outside performance
on the Courthouse lawn. At 9 p.m., Linda Wright & Friends
will present musical selections including: vocalists, guitarists and a dulcimer player.

The Kentucky League of Cities
(KLC) will sponsor a letter writing contest for children in grades
K - 5 focusing on civic education.
The contest is being held in
conjunction with City Government
Week '98. "Successful Communities...Shaping Kentucky's Future"
is the theme of City Government
Week '98, which is scheduled for
Oct. 19 - 23.
Children are invited to write a
letter that begins, "My community is a great place to live because..."
Each child who enters the contest will receive a Mayor's Advisory Board certificate and a City
Government -Week pencil and balloon.
City Government Week is sponsored by the Kentucky League of
Cities and is part of a statewide
campaign to increase public awareness about local government and

to develop civic awareness in future
voters and taxpayers.
Founded in 1927, the Kentucky
League of Cities' mission is to
help member communities improve
the quality of life for their citizens through effective local government.
Currently there are 351 member cities across the Commonwealth, served by a staff of 45 at
KLC headquarters in Lexington.
KLC provides services in areas
vital to city government including
bond, investment and insurance
pooling; advocacy at the state and
federal levels, legal assistance; educational and training seminars; publications; and information services.
For additional information about
the Kentucky League of Cities,
call the KLC office at (606) 3233700,ext. 122, or 1-(800)876-4552.

Pictured are Danny Kingins, Mickey Overbey, Donna Herndon and Gary Cadd.

U.S.Tobacco donates
to resource center

United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company, Inc. has donated $10,000 to the Calloway County Schools Family Resource Center in Murray.
The Family Resource Center provides support services for famiall be available in the stadium. lies in crisis situatiohs.
Gary Cadd, vice president of
Tickets need not be purchased in
States Tobacco ManufacUnited
advance.
For additional information about turing Company, presented the
the festival, contact the Universi- check to Donna Herndon, coordinator.
ty Bands office at 762-6450.

MSU to host Festival of Champions Saturday
Murray State will once again
host one of the oldest and most
prestigious marching band festivals of its kind in the South, the
21st annual "Festival of Champions" high school marching band
competition Oct. 10.

Competition at Stewart Stadium begins at 11:15 a.m. with the
smaller or Class A bandS and continues through the AAAA bands
which conclude at 3:45 p.m.
The Murray State Racer band
will perform one of two exhibition performances for the audiBands from 17 high schools in ence at 4. The best band in each
Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana classification (as determined by a
will compete according their enroll- distinguished panel of music edument for individual, unit, class and cators and adjudicators) .and the
overall ratings based on their musi- bands with the next six highest overall scores will compete in the
cianship and marching skills.
"It's always an exciting day," finals which is slated to begin at
said Director of Bands Dennis L. 6:30 pm.
The MSU Racer Band will perJohnson. "Murray State is proud
to be part of it. It is indeed a form a different show at the contestimony to the festival that bands clusion of the finals competition.
will travel such great distances to The results of the day long competition will be announced immeparticipate."
John Fannin, assistant director diately following their performance.
Ticket prices are $4 for adults
of bands and co-coordinator of the
festival agreed and noted that the and $2 for children and students
competition is filled with great for either the Preliminary Or finals
bands, "which should make for an competition. A special combination ticket is available that is good
exciting day long event."

for both performances at a rate
of $6 for adults and $4 for students. Johnson noted that group
(more than 25) rates were available as well.
Bands scheduled to appear
include: Stewart County, Trigg
County, Evangelical Christian, Mt.
Vernon, Muhlenberg South, Henry
County, Lone Oak, Hopkinsville,
Christian County, Apollo, ohio
County, Muhlenberg North, Obion,
Daviess County, Marshall County,
Boone County and Union City.
Food and refreshments, videotapes of all performances, T-shirts,
patches and souvenir programs will

t

The donation will -go toward
the Angel Fund which monetarily
assists families in crisis situations.
"U.S. Tobacco has made a real
difference in serving our farm families appropriately," said Herndon.
According to Cadd,"U.S. Tobacco as a good corporate citizen is
proud to lend a hand to organizations that provide assistance to
individuals that are less fortunate
or have fallen upon short term finanIt
cial difficulties.

Over 75 Styles 7b Choose From!

MrTado

Service • Selection • Satisfaction

"Our Name Says It All"

753-8809

607 S. 4th • Inside Allison Photography

Sophomores named
to Leadership MSU
Twenty-five Murray State Uni- ing Murray State's office of stuversity sophomores have been cho- dent affairs, Student Leadership
sen to take part in Leadership Development Board, Residential
MSU for the 1998-99 academic College Association and Omicron.
Delta Kappa leadership honor sociyear.
ety.
by
Leadership MSU, directed
Members of the Leadership MSU
• Dr. Sandi Terri! Flynn, is a new
program sponsored by the college 1998-99 class are: Sharaf Alkibsi
of education's Center for Leader- of Sanaa, Yemen; Brea Bennett,
Henderson; Elizabeth Bray, Paduship and Policy Development.
The program is designed to cah; Nicole Brown, Ledbetter; Jenencourage and develop leadership nifer Broyles, Evansville, Ind.;
skills and to promote community Chad Cagle, Hickman; Michelle
Hargrove, Morganfield; .Matthew
involvement.
During the course of the year, Helton, Metropolis, Ill.; Jennifer
participants will meet every .two Hibbs, Calvert City; Thomas Holweeks and will visit various insti- comb, Murray; Rachel Lowery and
tutions including social service Stevie Lowery, St. Francis; Deirdreagencies and drug rehabilitation Ophelia Mims, Decatur, Ala.; Katie
Nelsen, Nicole Holtgrefe and Kiley
clinics.
The students will also meet with Newell, Salem, Ill.; DeAnna
local and :state government offi- Osborne, Louisville; Grace Page,
cials as well as business and media Kenton, Tenn.; Leander Peters, Radcliff; Angela Roark, Owensboro;
professionals.
The 25 applicants were select- Kari Thompson, St. Louis; Kristy
ed based on previous leadership Welsh, Vine Grove; Mindy White,
skills and cowiUnity service. They Centralia, 111.; Katherine Young,
represent a-c-r4s-section of all aca- Covington; and Monica Zurliene,
demic and residential colleges at Breese, Ill.'
For more information on Leadthe university.
Their applications were reviewed ership MSU or the Center for
by a six-member panel consisting Leadership and Policy Developof students and faculty represent- ment, call (502) 762-3783.

Department offering
diabetes classes
The Purchase District Health
Early registration is encouraged
Department will be offering a series as class size will be limited. A
of Diabetes Education Classes. The waiting list will be kept for future
purpose of these classes is to pro- classes:
diabetes
vide individuals
ith inforand/or family mem
mation about the disease.
The series will consist of three
classes covering such topics as
diabetes medications, self-monitoring of blood glucose, meal planning, exercise and much more.
Keena Miller, RN, BSN, and
Jane DeVries, RD, LD, will be
presenting the classes.
. The classes will be held at the
$10,000 - $110/mo
Calloway County Public Library,
to
folthe
on
Murray
in
710 Main,
$50,000
$550/mo
lowing dates:
.• Oct. 28 from 1. to 3:30 p.m.
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
• Nov. 3 from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
Homeowners Only
• Nov. 10 from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
difare
class
dates
that
Note
ferent from those previously pub\ 111()\111111'
lished.
Call the Calloway County Health
Center at (502) 753-3381 to reg1-800-819-7010
ister. Theft will be no charge for
the classes. Participants are enimurOr Visit Our Websitel
Gs)
aged to attend all three class seswww.notionwIdelonding.wrn
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The Fall
Sidewalk
Sale You
Cannot
Afford•
To Miss!
Up To

00404

Shop Murray's Pier 1 This
Weekend For Their Annual
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Outside...
You'll Find All Merchandise
.
On Our Sidewalks Reduced.kA

u„.50%li

75%

Inside...
M11111111111111r

OFF!
(Sole Mates 7.rde ban/ 7o 7i- e -Your "Sole- 7rooia1er

You'll Find Selected Furniture
And Accessories Reduced

20%

Up To

4
$
imports

gOan3i

Ladies Footwear Boutique
University Plaza • Murray, KY • 767-0223

Pilo'

.01

*Vtifitir

"The Leading Store For Today's
Men and Young Men's Fashions"

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SALE
Friday, October 9
Saturday, October 10
Sunday, October 11

Outside
Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Tent Sale
•Closeouts •Discontinued Items •Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!
•
1203
Chestnut
Street

20% OFF
Everything Throughout
The Store!

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844
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CLASSIFIED

MAKE mc
Easy work
Send SASI
cial Public,
383 Murra

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
Ad Deadlines

, CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Displa Ads
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads M MS I Rid. Waitot 6 Day Period ,

30e per word. Sh 00 minimum 1st day 64 per word per day for each addalonal corisecutive da,
hex ads
%ZOO catra for Spa(Tuts.. Classifieds go alb Shapptng Guide )$2 00 extra for

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale

Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010

CO

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

300 Business Rentals

CALL FOR INFORMATION

BIBLE message 759-5177

Invitation To Bid
Republic Bank will accept bids on a 1963 36'
Chris Craft Roamer Express Cruiser boat,
located at Cypress Bay Resort, Buchanan,
TN. For specifics call Duane Wilson at 1-888782-3300. Sealed bids should be sent to:
Duane Wilson, Republic Bank, 601 W.
Market St.. Louisville KY 40202. Bids will be
accepted until October 23, 1998.

If my people, which
are called by my
name, shall humble
and
themselves,
pray, and seek my
face, and turn from
their wicked ways;
then will I hear from
Heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and
will heal their land.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
information call:

II Chronicles 7:14

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree loc,a1 claim service"

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621
•Quality Bedding at affordable prices
Come see what you've been missing
•
•Mattress sets starting at i169.00

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans and vans for moving

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for pre
lerred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for 14000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
50
55
60
65
70
75

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
DIABETIC ALERT! Most
insurance now covers testing supplies. Satisfaction
guaranteed, free shipping,
and prescnption drug card.
Amencan Diabetes Association member. Total
Medical Supply
800-403-6547

365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock 11. Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
137 76

$840
$10 04
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

REFINANCE FAST! Overthe-phone' Need second
chance? Credit problemsBankruptcy- ForeclosuresOK. Starting under 7%APR. 8.973. Platinum
Capital. Nationwide Lend800-699-LEND.
er.
.vww.platinumcapital.com.
and Found

NINE LOINS
We lend money when others
won't Been turned down by
• bank or mortgage compan? Bankruptcy. Divorce.
Medical hills' If so. call
Jem. R. Chumbler U.C.
Lending Co. 1-800-4397158 or 502-443-7151 to
purchase. payoff land contracts. refinance, remodel. or
debt consolidation
BILL PROBLEMS? - 800408-0044 ext. 1027 9am9pm, 7 days. Debt consoliloans/programs
dation
available. Bad credit OK.
No advance fees! Free
consultation. Non-profit
payments
Lower
AmenDebt
"CASH" - Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims
J G Wentworth
888-231-5375
Debt
HOMEOWNERS
Borrow
consolidation!
Too
$25,000-$100,000
many bills? Home imApply by
provements
phone/24-hour approval
No equity required Platinum Capital 800-5235363 Open 7 days
www platinumcapital corn
NO DOWN PAYMENT?
Problem credit? Own the
home you need now, without a big down payment
if
financing
Complete
qualified DeGeorge Home
Alliance 800-343-2884
WHEN THE BANK SAYS
NO- Call us, Consolidate
debt 100% & 125°c loans
purchase and refinance
turned down elsewhere'?
Little or no equity, loans
for all credit Midwest Na
bona' Mortgage Banc, Inc
Call toll free, 888-548
License
HUD
8308
#72840-00002, HUD Li
cense #11501-00003

qe.

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY I
Full-time position with ben
efits. High school Gradu
ate or equivalent with a
minimum of two years of
general office experience
required. College education may be exchanged
year-for-year for experience. Must pusses excellent office procedure skills.
Duties include acting as a
receptionist to assist students and staff, scheduling
appointments, answering
eight phone lines, collecting and receipting monies
for housing deposits and
guests, scheduling guest
rooms, and monitoring
housing exemptions. Must
be able to work with diverse populations. Data
entry and a familiarity with
word processing programs
and database files required. A keyboarding test
will be required. Salary
$6.72 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
An EEO,
42071-0009.
M\F\D, AA employer.

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

CELEBRITY is Breaking Through!

Home Time every 7-10 days!
Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K.
All Conventional Trucks
Call Walter 1-800-925-5133

DRIVERS NEEDED
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc
has an immediate‘opening for DOT qualifiec
tractor trailer drivers with at least 2 year!
experience. Work is primarily over the road
steady; home each week. You will earr
excellent wages and a full benefits packagE
including major medical, vision, dental, pre
scription, retirement program, and mud'
more. For further details, call (502) 753
1156. Must pass DOT physical examinatior
and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD. YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK. OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and i
expect the Same work from the people that work tor me it you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you. and explain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
Call for directions rf needed No resume please
I hire people not paper E.O.E

CAPTAIN D'S
Captain D's at 700 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky now interviewing foY
counter positions and an Assistant
Dining Room Supervisor.
Full and Part time positions available, flexible schedules, meal policy, vacations, major medical available, opportunity for advancement.
Apply at Captain D's afternoon
between 2-4pm.
Equal Opportuinity Employer

Fulkifee reduce.
needed. Benefit
available Apply in
at Owens Food Market,
Main St., Murray.
No phone cans please.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers.
Earn $1,000 plus per
Managers, waitweek
resses & door persons
also needed. Work for the
Call
around
best
(901)247-3965.
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ARE YOU A UK WILDCAT
FAN & LOVE AD SALES?
COVENANT
DRIVER
Check this career opportu$1,000
TRANSPORTnity out! If you like sports,
From the Grandkids 6
1..
.
sign-on bonus for Exp. *
sales and marketing, know
800-441Company drivers
how to write sales propos4394, owner operators,
als and make formal precall 888-667-3729, Bud
sentations, we have a poMeyer Truck Lines Refrisition that could make you
Hauling, call toll
060
P-U-R-R-R with delight. gerated
877-283-6393. Solo
Apply today for The Cats' free
drivers & contractors.
Pause Sales & Marketing
Manager opening. Based DRIVERS AND OWNER DRIVERS, OVER THE FULL-TIME legal assistant
Needed
Out of Lexington, this full OPERATORSROAD- 35 states. Flat with for small law office. Pnor
time position is perfect for with flatbed experience to sides, late model conven- legal experience & knowlthe college sports enthusi- run the Southeast, Home tionals. 3 years experi- edge of WordPerfect a
ast who has sales & mar- weekends, terminal pay, ence. Start .30c-.33c a plus. Salary commensuketing expenence. A de- great benefit package. Call mile + benefits. Call 800- rate
experience.
with
gree is helpful, and media Welborn Transport 800- 444-6648. $1250 sign-on Please send resume to:
•
SCO2.
ext.
828-6452
sales and marketing expebonus.
PO Box 1040-H, Murray,
advantage. DRIVERS NOW HIRING!
rience an
KY 42071
Compensation package, Home every weekend. DRIVERS- 0/0, CDL/A
opporReg.
hazmat.
with
HIRING daytime, all posibase plus commissions, Company drivers. Start
benefits. The Cat's Pause .31c a mile (Includes .034 tunities within our hiring tions, & nighttime closers.
is a publication of Land- bonus) Free insurance. areal Great pay, benefits Apply in person at Wentime. dy's. Murray between
mark Community Newspa- Excellent benefits. Owner package and home
pers, Inc., an Equal Op- operators- .81c a mile (In- Call today. Arnold Trans- 2pm-4pm, ask to speak to
Val or Mel.
portunity Employer. Apply cludes .01e bonus). Paid portation. 800-846-4321.
in wnting, include resume fuel taxes & tolls. Insurand references to: Adver- ance available_ EPES
The Murray Ledger 8,t Times is presenttising Sales, The Cat's Transport, 800-948-6766.
Pause, 2691 Regency
ly accepting applications for the
DRIVERS, AVERITT EXRoad, Lexington, KY
PRESS- Start at up to 32c
Classified Ad Department. Applicants
40503.
a mile. Straight pay. Top at
must have computer and typing skills
in as little as 24
ATTENDANTS needed for 35c a mile
and be able to do multiple tasks.
Home weekly.
massage, body shampoos, months.
EOE
Courtesy 8,t friendliness essential. Full
& hot lotion application full- 800-WORK-4-US
time position w/benefits.
time & part-time. Earn
DRIVERS, OTR- No New
$500+ per week. No expePlease bring resume w I references to:
York City, No Northeast
rience necessary. Will
Canada. No loading or unThe Murray Ledger & Times
train. Apply at: Murray
loading. Min. 23 year with
1001 Whitnell
Men's Club Salon & Spa, 1 year OTR CDL with HazMurray, KY
304 Maple St, Murray.
mat. Paschall Truck Lines
759-9555.
800-848-0405.
TRUCK
ATTENTION:
DRIVERS! No experience
needed- C.D.L. training
provided! Earn $678 a
week. No employment
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experienced teams or singles
now! 800-616-5055
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now!
1-888-669-6820
Ind/S1s/Rep
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-561-2866.
BE YOUR OWN BOSSSet your own working
hours Get paid what
you're worth. If you like
people and are sales oriented, take a look at this.
We otter: training, benefits,
no cold calls, high commissions. Call Bob Taylor,
Monday
606-299-7656,
thru Friday for personal interview.
Banker
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding Agents needed, training available 7531651
COMPUTER Users Needed Work own hrs $20kS75k/yr. 1-800-348-7186
x486.
DRIVERS, OTR- Make a
move in the right direction!
Drybox or Flatbed Home
most weekends! Top pay,
90% no-touch, year-round
riders, assigned tractors.
401K pension, full benefits, optical, dental, prescription card Why wait?
800-938-2473-George, 7
days a week Cardinal
Freight Carriers CDL-A
with HazMat required
EOE

DRIVERS- Teams & Solos. 3 months + school
min. Exp., drop & hook no
touch freight, assigned
cony.. Freightliners, excellent pay and miles, incredible benefits & miles, miles,
miles. Celadon Trucking,
800-729-9770
ENTRY LEVEL
ACCOUNTANT
The Mayfield office of Kentucky- Tennessee Clay
has an opening for an entry level accountant who is
eager to learn various accounting functions. Reinclude
sponsibilities
Processing accounts payable, assisting with reporting and budgeting, cross
training, assisting Accounting Supervisor and working on special projects
Requirements include: 4
year college degree in accounting, excellent work
ethic, outstanding communication and organization
skills, proficiency with &itcrosoft products. abiliN to
work independently and
recommend progressive
solutions, and willingness
to relocate Experience is
not required Salary depends on qualifications. KT offers a competitive benefits package. If interested
send an updated resume
with cover letter and salary
expectations to: Shirley
Faulkner, Accounting Supervisor, Kentucky- Tennessee Clay Company
PO Box 6002, Mayfield.
KY 42066 An Equal Opportunity Employer.
FREE TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING- With no con
tracts or paybacks We
have carriers willing to pay
for your training Call
800-865-7284

;

PART-TIME
Apply at
Cakes, 411
ray
No
please
SALES &
Auto Afterr
ntory Mu:
with your
base + b,
EOE Call
800SALESBe one of
in Amenc
4pm Mon-

570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Help Wanted

Moto Warded

FOUND: Red & tan Boxer
MACHINE Quilting. Regu- with orange collar in the
lar size. $31,50. Murray
Missing Hills/ New ConSewing Center. 753-5323.
cord area. Call 436-5982.
NO PATCHES, NO GUM,
060
NO DRUGS- Powerful vidHe Wanted
eo-based program for
treating nicotine addiction
at home. Complete kit only
shipping. CHURCH Program Direc+
$84.95
tor for 650 member conwvv.v.stopsmoking.com or
gregation. Enthusiastic,
888-768-5887.
well organized individual
PETS, PALS &
needed to direct children's
PUMPKINS
youth and adult ministries.
Is now open during OctoActivities Center construcber. 3:30pm-6-30pm weektion underway. Housing is
days, 8am-6pm Saturday.
available. Send resume
12pm-4pm Sunday. Come
and references to: SPRC
by for fall decorations and
Chairman, First United
let the kids play with our
Church,
Methodist
animals or walk through
P.O.Box 1386. Fulton, KY
our maze Hope to see
42041.
you soon 94 East, look for
signs.

WITHOUT
20/20
GLASSES! Safe, rapid,
non-surgical. permanent
restoration 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot developed. DocT&M PAWN &
tor approved_ Free inforVARIETY SHOP
mation by mail: 800-422- Opening Sat. Oct. 10th.
7320. ext. 213. 406-961- Located across from the
5570, FAX 406-961-5577. Hardin Post Office.
http://wwwvisionfreedom.c
om. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates

310 Want To Rent

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday _
Saturday _

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

52 25 per column inch extra fur Tuesday iShoppmg Guide).
Reader Ads

010 Legal Notice

Publish Day

Deadline
Day & Time

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!
(all the

SPORTAB
has a fullsales pos
Hours are
Call Charli
ter 3:30pm
THE LAW
Stuart & B
a recent la
ate who
pursuing ,
small law
Green, K,
are intei
send your
East Tenth
Green. 42
TRUCK D
ED - 160
No cost CI
able if
S500-$80C
most weel
800
WANTEC
OFFICI
Good con
ing and cc
a must fi
Minimum
week wit
grade to
week. Ser
sume to
Murray, K

WANTED
resses at
Paris, TN
642-6177
$500/wk
141
MAI
Wendy's
expenenc
personnel
area WE
compens
package
Heathcott
sor, Voici
6623; Fa
EOE.

AFFORD
Lynn Gro

4

B&G C
Spring C
es Oft
for appoi
or 1-901-

CHILDC,
school di
Meals,
Almo are

CLEANIt
business
Linda 7f.
ERRi
Not enoi
all done
errand fi
pet serv
Call 436

Tech Support
Specialist

Justin Crosser
17Computer Repair, Upgrade, Train,r)c
& Installation

k 4,(502) 759-8662 •(502) 853-3967
1709 College Farm Rd , Murray, KY 42071

/ ALPINE
0cidord roscia
)
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Clarion

•

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
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753-0113,

9nhan,4

Going Out Of
Business Sale
Starts Thurs., Oct 8th
50% off Lee & Levi Jeans
25% Off Men's & Lady's Guess Jeans.
Men's Wrangler Jeans 20% Off. Shirts
& Blouses 25% Off. Carhartt C'othes
$5.00 Off Regular Pric .
All Sales Final. No Layaways,

Hours Thur., Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 5 mi. 94 E • 759-1062.
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MAKE money at home
Easy work excellent pay
Send SASE to Ace Financial Publications PO Box
383 Murray KY 42071

FOR SALE Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Call 492-8566
GOOD Pro gas heating
stove for sale 753-1265

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN Horse-drawn
carriage cabins, Jacuzzi
ordained ministers, no
tests Heartland 800-4488697 (VOWS) http //gsianet corn/heart

IN home license daycare
close to town, now has
openings, with daily activities 767-0791
LICENSED in home dayPART-TIME help wanted care Will do back up care
Apply at Pam s Deli & & drop ins Just outside
Cakes 410 Main St. Mur- Murray References
ray
No phone calls
759-3176
please
SALES & SERVICE REPAuto Attermarket, local territory Must like working
with your hands $50,000 WORK From Home Marbase + bonus+ benefits
kets in herbal, botanical,
EOE Call M.A.R S.
Swiss skin care, cosmet800-229-5987
ics, nutritional products
Mercedes car bonus. UnSALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid limited income Call Pam
in America. Call 11arn- Perry, 502-522-8758
4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
140
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a full-time entry level
sales position available
Hours are M-F 8am-5pm
Call Charlene in Sales after 330pm. 759-1600.

sistant
Pnor
knowlect a
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LEER topper, red, fits
Dodge Dakota extended
cab. 64X80 Good condition $350 obo Call 4748340 after 6pm Please
leave message
NEED A COMPUTER"
Past credit problems now
resolved for at least a
year? We can help, Desktops and Laptops 24 hour
approvals 800-914-1586
OAK & Cherry air dried
sawmill lumber, 1X6X8
feet $3 each Ph
435-4494

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433.

CASH paid for good, used
THE LAW FIRM Of Stuart, rifles, shotguns, and pisStuart & Broz is looking for tols. Benson Sporting
a recent law school gradu- Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murate who is interested in ray.
pursuing a future with a
COLLECTIBLES & Antismall law firm in Bowling
We buy 1 or whole
ques
Green, Kentucky. If you
estates Call 753-3633
please
interested,
are
send your resume to: 607 WE are looking to buy
East Tenth Street, Bowling mostly Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
Green. 42101.
sets, dolls, anything conTRUCK DRIVERS NEEDsidered. We also offer InED - 160 lobs open now.
ternet Service to sell all
availtraining
No cost CDL
kinds of items. Top prices
able if qualified. Earn from all over the world.
5500-$800 or more. Home Check out rates, best in
most weekends Call
the area, Call Kerry or Ju800-482-4268.
dy 502-759-3456.
WANTED- SECRETARY/
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Good communication, typing and computer skills are
a must for this position. (4) P195/75-R14 GOOD
Minimum 30 hours per YEAR tires. 753-5881.
week with possible up32 CHANNEL Kenwood 2
grade to 40 hours per
w4 radio/ scanner/ VHF.
retypewntten
week. Send
Comes with rapid charger,
sume to P.O Box 1040W,
extended life battery &
Murray, KY 42071.
mic. $425. Keith 759-1859.
WANTED: Dancers & wait- 5HP Super Tomahawk
resses at the Foxy Lady, chipper, $475 753-7934
Paris, TN. Please call 901- leave message
642-6177. Make at least ANTIQUE daybed, refin$500/wk.
ished (walnut finish), reupWENDY'S
holstered in deep maroon
MANAGEMENT
brushed velvet, lets out inWendy's has openings for to a full size 6 drawer
experienced management spool cabinet desk with
personnel for the Murray leather top. onginal pulls.
area. We offer excellent Walnut shaving stand with
compensation and benefits mirror, 4 drawers on front.
package Reply to: Randy New chaise lounge, chintz
Heathcott, Area Supervi- covered. Call 753-8378.
sor, Voice Mail (502)245
6623; Fax (502)623-6847. AQUARIUMS: (30) 10gal
EOE.
with glass tops, (5) 30 gal,
129gal with hoods & heat070
ers, (3) 30gal, (1) 29gal
DOVW:StiC
double stands Rotron
Childcare
commercial air pump all
AFFORDABLE child care for $950 Firm. Chiswick
Lynn Grove area.
100lb digital platform scale
435-4189.
$100 Firm. 759-1322 leave
a message will return call
B&G Cleaning Service
ASAP:
Spring Cleaning. ChurchCall
Homes.
es. Offices
for appointment, 753-9188 BASSETT bedroom suit,
box springs & mattress,
or 1-901-644-9849.
Nordic Track, $50.
$250.
after
&
CHILDCARE
Treadmill, $50. 753-0076.
school drop offs available
Meals snacks included BEANIE Babies set for
Almo area 753-9077
sale, $1750. Call 502-345CLEANING houses is my 2599 after 5pm.
business., Reliable. Call COOKWARE- Cook with
Linda. 759-9553
no oil or water! Heavy surgical stainless steel. WaERRAND SERVICE
Not enough time to get it terless type! 17 piece set!
all done? Let us run that 7 ply construction! Dinner
errand for you Shopping, party price $1,499, now
pet service, home check $3951 $80 bonus!
800-434-4628.
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fn.

Lots For Sale

PORK SAUSAGE,
Hot or mild 31b, $5 Delivered anywhere in city limits of Murray 753-8526
washer,
PRESSURE
3,000 PSI, 13hp, Honda
electric start cart & 25'
hose $995. Day 7531844. Night 753-7687
STORAGE
RESIDENT
BUILDING PLANS- 3 different roof styles. Bonuses tree house plan, and
43 ideas/concepts about
crs, money, etc. Mail
$24.95 check, money order to: Plans, P.O. Box
KY
Henderson,
952,
42419
SEE us for your bam or
roof metal. Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722
SHELVING unit, $800
753-4793.

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views Wedding arrange
ments 800-893-7274 Va
cation lodging,
800-634-5814
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper-Beacon
FL Beach Resort, from $39
nightly, $350 monthly
(some restnctions apply).
Lazy river ride, 850'
beachfront, 3 pools (1 indoor), hot tub, suites up to
10 people. Air Show September 25-27, Seafood
Festival Oct. 8-10. 800488-8828. www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
Seem For Sal*
12X70 2BR, 1 bath, partly
remodeled, 3mi from MSU
Owner moved, must sell
No reasonable offer refused Call Amy
931-648-1101.

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14,
50x75x14,
$8.335;
50x100x16.
$10,667,
60x100x16,
$14,333,
Mini-stoarge
$16,293.
buildings, 40x180, 36
units, $18,175. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790, extension 79.
TANNING bed, 7 bulb canopy with new bulbs. Wood
futon frame, $50. Call
435-4446.
bakers
VERDE green
rack, $90. Verde green
rectangular glass top table
with 4 chairs, $400. Mahogany dining room suite,
buffet & table with 6
chairs, $600 King size
contemporary style headboard & footboard, $250.
Solid wood bedroom suite;
full-size bed, headboard &
footboard, large dresser
with mirror, chest, nightstand, $300. Call 7530839 from 7am-5pm. Call
759-4272 after 5pm.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310.

MAYTAG washer & dryer,
$350 Call 759-5504
REFRIGERATOR & stove,
$150 759-0986
WASHER & dryer set
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663

2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663
HIDE-A-BED $25, 2pc
bedroom suite $35, small
couch & chair- make offer.
767-9900

67
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Financing available by Murray Estates
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 f Toll Free)
502-435-4487
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

OAK roll top desk, $500
753-7934, leave message
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used furniture & accessones.
753-2733.

1994 Atlantic
16 x 80
mobile home,
3 bedroom,
2 full bath.

Call

759-9215

11448

MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS Make it
your home Great 1 or 2br
Various size suites
apartments with great
Walnut Plaza
price, central h/a, laundry
104 N 5th
Office hours
facilities
or
753-8302
Mon -Fri
8am-5pm
753-9621
Equal
(502)753-8668
DOWNTOWN office space Housing Opportunity
available Rent from $95 to
NATIONAL HOTEL
$150/mo. including utilitAPARTMENTS
ies Call Greg McNutt
1 & 2 bedroom apart753-4451
ments, paid utilities. SecOFFICE or store space in tion 8, rent based on inSouthside Shopping Cen- come- for the elderly, disater 753-4509 753-6612
bled or handicapped Call
PAHC at 753-8325 for
Apartments For Rent
rental application or 7530762 8am to 3pm Equal
1 OR 2br apts near down- Housing Opportunity
town Murray starting a
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3$200/mo 753-4109
4br house wiwasher & dry1, 2 & 3BR units available er, furnished near MSU
immediately Apply at Mur- Inquire at 1210 Main St
Cal
Apartments, 902 753-1252 before 5pm
Equal 753-0606 after 5pm
Dr.
Northwood
Housing Opportunity. 759- NICE 2br apt, Mission Val4984. MD* 1-800-247- ley. 753-5731
2510.
NOW taking applications
11/2 BLOCKS from cam- for 1, 2 & 3br apartments
pus. 1 or 2br apt with Apply at Mur-Cal Apartstudy room, both have ments, 902 Northwood Dr
elect heat, window air, re- Equal Housing Opportunicords of electric bills, 1 ty. 759-4984 TDDe 1-800has new stackable w/d, 247-2510
some pets OK. Available
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duOct. 1st. $300/mo, $300
plex, central ft/a, fully apdeposit. Call 753-4249
plianced, w/d hook-up,
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Cole- carport, clean. $560/mo
man Realty 753-9898.
plus deposit. lease. Crystal
1BR near campus No Brook Ln. 759-5477.
pets 753-5980
For Rent
1BR, $225/mo. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
room
SLEEPING
2BR apt in Northwood.
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
$325/mo. 759-4406.
753-9898.
2BR duplex on 1304-A
Valleywood Dr. $375/mo.
Houses For Rent
759-4406.
,
.
2BR duplex with carport, 1BR house, appliances
appliances, furnished, w/d furnished No pets 753hook-up, Ch/a, Northwood 0728 after 4pm
Sub., near MSU & shopping center. $400/mo. 753- 2/ 3BR house Coleman
4487 leave message or RE 759-4118

Office Space

14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath on rented lot. Has
storage building & satellite.
Nice. Call 753-7798, after
5pm.
1978 14X70 2BR, 1 bath
completely.
remodeled
Asking $14,000. Call 4748365 before 3pm. 4742744 after 5pm.
1984 2BR. central No
problems. Best offer.
435-4319.
1985 14X70 3br, 11/2 bath,
near MSU On rented lot
753-9866
1986, 14x80 Fleetwood,
3br, 2 bath Must be
moved 502-492-8405
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
2br, 2 bath (garden tub).
extra clean. Must be
moved. 435-4305.

2BR, 2 full baths, all appliances. New, very nice.
902-B N 20th 753-5344,
559-9970
2BR, 202 S
8101

1994, 16x80 ATLANTIC.
3br, 2 bath, central air, gas
heat, carport. Located in
Fox Meadows. 753-4633
after 3:30pm.
FLEETWOOD
1998
16X80, like new. Must see.
For Sale or Rent. Deposit
required. 759-3176.

11th

753-

2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished. $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 436-2935 or
753-0839.

Subdivision
Lake
KY
house for rent. 2br, living
room, dining room, kitchen, 2 bath, all appliances.
Lake access with boat
ramp. $475/mo, $400 deposit. 354-8009 after 6pm.

280
Farm Equipment

.4
61116
IL'Lame1 Were
113

"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

753-5726
RENTAL U
NT
LAWN EQUIPME
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Morns
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Fertilizer

•

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Tillers

"One Slfop .SIwpron•-

SOS Coldwatcr lid., Murray

8FT International wheat &
small seed drill, $500 7537934. leave message

Homes Foe Rent

1

2BR, $250/mo. 753,6012
2BR. 2 bath Rent to own
in Grogan's Trailer park
Central h/a Coleman RE
753-9898

MASSEY Ferguson 240
diesel tractor, 1800 hours,
condition.
excellent
3BR, 2 bath in country
$5.000. 492-8446.
$350/mo plus deposit
753-8995
VERY good Massey Ferguson tractor 175 diesel COUNTRY ',ging east of
w/bushhog, grader box Dexter, 3br, 2 bath, lease
blade, factory front end & deposit required
loader, good tires, p/s.
395-5332
$7.000 firm Case 530
Rent, partly furnished
FOR
Backhoe, good condition,
3 bedroom, 1 bath mobile
good tires, diesel. $7500
home $275 monthly plus
753-2905
deposit $200 East 94
759-4401
FOR Sale Or Rent 1991
Clayton Ardmore
492-8723
MELVILLE Clark piano,
$500 753-7934, leave
message

SMALL doublewide
753-6012

GIE11160LD

••••••••••••••••••••

FOR SALE BY OWNER • 1413 DUDLEY
3 BR, 2', bath, 2,100 sq ft brick house 20'x20'
attached garage, living room, dining room, family
room, central gas heat & air, new carpet, detached
brick garage on two landscaped lots, much more,
After 5 p.m. 753-8136, 753-9235

2204 Quail Creek In Gatesboro Subd.
•

4071 Kirksey Rd.
(Just Past
Country Store)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

GARAGE SALE

753-5585

3171 Old Salem Rd.
On 121 S., 3 miles
Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-?
Ceiling fan, stove top,
car top carrier, word
Super
processor.
name
Nintendo,
brand clothes, Home
Interiors, Panasonic
computer & toys

380
Pets & Supplies

1

AKITA
AKCpuppies
CKC, champion bloodlines, shots & wormed,
$250. 382-2214
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
390

k & &wiles
REGISTERED Stallion for
sale. 759-9215

For Sale By Owner
"Under Appraised Value753-8276 Day or Night

GARAGE
SALE
1000 Westgate
Or,
(Gatesborough)
Fri. & Sat.

7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Clothes 12 thru
Plus sizes, shoes

YARD SALE
1606 Tabard Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Numerous household
women's
items,
clothes & shoes,
men's clothing, golf
equipment,
Christmas decorations.

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
94E to 280, 4' mi. to
Wright Rd., go 1 mi.
Couch, crafts, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, AC.,
tables,
end
chair,
twin
chest-drawers,
springs/mattress,
clothes - girl 12-16,
boy's 2T - 8-10, baby
clothes, coats

4 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Fri. 8 a.m.-?
Sat. 8 a.m.-?
Hwy. 1346 &
Corner of Brooks
Chapel Rd.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
10 miles east on
Hwy. 94, right on
1346, 1st house on
left, 118 Highland
Rd.
Size 9/10 wedding &
prom dress, lots of
misc items.

4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1808 Palmer Rd.

YARD SALE

3 mi.(N) on
Kirksey Hwy.

1409 Sycamore
Fri. & Sat.

Saturday

Oct. 9 & 10

7 a.m.-1 p.m.

7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Children's books,
back packs, toys,
glassware, violets.
jewelry, clothing,
pressure cooker.
Park In Yard

Toys, boy & girl children's clothes, adult
clothes, misc. items.
Something for everyone.

VOW.

YARD SALE
903 N. 4th St.
Fri., Oct. 9
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
I westerns,
Books
romance,
mystery).
household items, old
manual Royal typewriter.
men & women s clothing, wheel rims, notebooks & much, much
more

YARD
SALE
Oct. 9th & 10th
Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Hwy. 121 N. turn
left on Hwy. 783,
1/2 mile on right.

YARD SALE
1393 Locust Grove
Rd.(121 S. 2 miles,
on
turn
right
Locust Grove Rd.)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
block,
Butchers
range hood, stain
glass pieces, lots of
misc.

& misc.

5 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

CARPORT
SALE
2109 Brookhaven
Between Gatesborough
& Johnny Robertson Rd.
Oct. 9 Early till Late
& Oct. 10
Computer (multi-media
ready), many new and
used items. Come &
browse or Oliy

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Old Murray Park
Corner of 8th &
Payne
Fri., Oct. 9th
8:30 till ?
Cancel If Rain
Nomen's clothes 8-10
children's clothes 1-3 size
GE Potscrubber diShwaSher undercounter 6 mo old.
coffee tables
books
antique dishes. many
items

Estate and
Antique Sale
Kirksey off
Hwy. 299 on
Beach Road
12 miles W.
Thursday,
Friday & Sat.

YARD SALE
Fri., Oct. 9
Noon-4:30 p.m.

5 PARTY YARD SALE

Murray Christian

Fri. & Sat.• 7 a.m.-?
121 North, right on 299 Hwy. or
Kirksey Rd. approx. five miles on
the left. Watch for signs.

Academy
School-Wide
401 No. 12th St.

Tables with lots of
everything!

YARD SALE

Something for everyone! Cardio Glide
exercise machine, ping pong table, 10speed bike, new kerosene heater, lots of
baby items, all size clothes & shoes, knick
knacks, small appliances, etc

(2 Party)
Fri. & Sat.

7 a.m.-?
1124 Circarama Dr.
Weber grill, vacuum cleaner, hand
plow, boy's bike,
suits,
coats,
sweaters, jeans,
shoes, boots, etc.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Fri., Oct. 9
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 10
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
110 South Broach across from
Robertson School.
Drapery, rods, king
display
!,edspread.
!acks, rug rack, misc
'iousehold items

fen.......me

5 bedrooms, 3 baths, Colonial, 2 large gred•
rooms, study w/custom bookshelves. 3,50(
sq ft living space, 2 car garage w,workshoi
exercise loft, large storage. Great yard!

NO EARLY SALES
Lots of bed linens
trunk, clocks, iron skillets, dishes & much
more

All Sizes Available

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536.

3BR downstairs apt. No
pets. $400/mo, deposit.
SMALL house 753-6012
BIG Price Reduction. 1yr 5353 121 S 489-2296.
old 16X80 mobile home on 38R, central h/a, low utilit1+ acre lot in the country. ies, walk to campus 2
Just off of 641 North. apartments available Call
Beautifully decorated & 753-8767 or 759-4696
well maintained. Reggie, DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
753-1492/ 767-9117 Cen- RE 759-4118
tury 21 Loretta Jobs.
efficiency.
FURNISHED
MOBILE HOME LOANS - Coleman RE. 759-4118.
5% down, Refinancing/
Lake, LakeEquity Loans. Free sellers KENTUCKY
Village, 1br
Wesley
land
119 Main • 753-6266
kit. Land or home loans.
utilities includRepo and assumable apartment,
C-STORAGE
based on income.
loans. Green Tree Finan- ed, rent
units, 4th St
storage
10x15
or handicap &
cial, 800-221-8204; 800- 62 & older,
& Sycamore E Next to
Housing
Equal
disabled.
554-8717.
Cunningham Auto Repair
Opportunity.
753-3571
502-354-8888.
MUST SELL! Older model
.1
12X65 2br, 1 bath. has
Asking
Xir
room.
utility
$2,500. 759-5426

STORAGE

All Size Units
Available

641 Storage

$550/mo. Commercially
zoned. 489-6108.
3BR, w/d hookup, appliances furnished, central h/a.
Near university. No pets.
Lease & deposit required.
$400/mo. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath,
1705 Miller. Available now.
Owner on premises 8am5pm.(502)395-7054.

EASTSIDE

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
$20-$40/mo
Shoney's
759-4081

2BR brick, 2 bat, stove,
w/d $450/mo plus deposit
2BR duplex, central h/a, 753-4837 M-F 8am-5pm,
dishwasher, microwave,
753-4717 after 5pm
w/d hook-up. No pets
1 bath, electric heat,
2BR,
$420/mo. Secunty deposit.
stove & refrigerated fur492-8393.
nished, $500/mo No pets
2BR duplex, refrigerator &
753-2905
stove, 5 minutes north of
Murray. $250 deposit. 2BR. 1 bath, w/d hookup,
stove, refrigerator, close to
$275 rent. 489-2918.
MSU. $350. 753-9636
w/carport,
bath
1
2BR,
central h/a,, appliances fur- 2BR, stove, refrigerator,
nished, $475/mo, 1yr wood or electric heat. delease, 1 mo deposit, 753- posit, references. 8 Miles
2905 or 753-7536.
SE of Murray, $300/mo.
2BR, 1 bath. stove, refrig- 492-8594.
erator, washer & dryer, 3 OR 4br, 2 bath, large livclose to MSU & downtown. ing room, carport, near
$340/mo. 753-7207.
MSU. 108 North 7th St.

14X60, 2Br, gas h/a
Coleman RE 753-9898

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

call after 5pm
14X60, 2br, 1 bath on rented lot. Pnce Reduced.
753-2791

dim

0rage Rentals

Apartments For Rant

Rentals

3B

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

I

Classifieds
Office Open

I

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Closed Saturday

One
_ Basket
/vast
Luitia Your for all
Eggs
You know what they say.
"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, selling,
finding, contracting and trading So
stop scrambling aiound and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

753-1916
Ledger & Times

4B

THURSDAY. -OCTOBER -117-1`998

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

Say

430

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, October 10, 1998• 10:00 a.m.
At Henry Auction House in Henry, TN.
Selling antiques and collectahles. oak, walnut. cherry. and mahogany furniture. stoneware. lots of good
glassware. primitives, mantels, stain glass windows.
pictures, and much much more.

BEECHAM'S AUCTION SERVICE
Gary S. Beecham and Gary L. Beecham
Auctioneers License 471 Firm 1561
Phone 901-243-4882 or 901-243-4811

A

440

430
Reel Estate

3 BA`, garage with rough- TENNESSEE LAKE BARed in upstairs on 3 wooded GAIN- $17.900 51800
lots (502) 74- 441 after down BQat dock' Beautifully wooded lot on spec6.30pm
ular 30 000 acre lake.
Pa,
road, utilities. surKOPPERUD Realty has veyed,
Is tested. Local
buyers waiting to purchase bank has ap ised, will fihomes-all price ranges If nance 8% fixed,
years
you are thinking of selling Only $150 a month'
ed
contact one of our courte- to sell immediately' 0
ous and professional fered first come, first
agents at 753-1222 or stop served' Cali now 800-861by office at 711 Main St
5253 ext 8365

GRAND OPENING SALE'
Lakeview bargain 5+ acres
with boat dock $19.900'
wooded
Beautifully
breathtaking views, located at crystal clear Tennessee mountain lake- next to
18 hole golf course' Be
first to see this spectacular
lakeview property

Grand

opening
12

October 10,11
Excellent financing

Call now 800-704-3154,
ext 9777
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218

ABSOLUTE ANTIQUE &
ESTATE AUCTION

WANT ADS WORK
Classified

New Providence, Kentucky
From Murray proceed on 121 South 4 miles to New
Providence Rd., turn right onto New Providence Rd. proceed 4 miles to sale sight just east of the New Providence
Grocery.

Sue and her late husband. Bob "Frosty" Miller - a well known and
respected auctioneer, collected quality antiquesfor several decades
_Sue_has_made the decision to offer a Rortion oftheir antiques at aucnem: It is our privilege to,represent her in offering the .f011oti in
items ANTIQUES: German-made grandfather clock, knockdown
wardrobe, mantle clocks, oak halltree, dressers, round oak tables.
lamps. English piano, wrought iron organ stool, lamp tables, spool
cabinet, china cabinet. Morris chair, several straight & bentwood
chairs, large showcase, round coffee table, barber chairs, wicker
sofa, wicker chairs. wicker flower stands, oak wall phone,sideboard.
wooden icebox, trunk, iron bean pots & skillets, iron beds, wash
howl & pitcher, complete cider mill, victorian high chair, set of
Homer Laughlin eggshell Georgian, set of black & white dishes.
blue- & white stoneware, pressed glass. depression glass, wooden
handled flatware, cheese dish, old drug store items. Jim Beam
Choice Renaissance collection, pictures & frames. Victorian. photo
albums
OTHER ITEMS:barrel chair & stool, small iron stove, anvil, hardware, file cabinet desk, fern stands. recessed lights & electrical fixtures, fans, heaters, gas grill, ping pong table, hospital
bed & table, what not shelves, mechanical banks
TY BEANIE BABIES - In conjunction with the National
Auctioneers Associations fund raising efforts for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital this auction will feature a basket of onginal TY
Beanie Babies donated by Miss Bradie's and Farris Auction with all
proceeds from the sale of the basket going to Si. Judes. This basket,
will include RETIRED styles. new releases, TEANIES. and a
PRINCESS or ERIN Beanie Baby. These items and more - selling
regardless of price.

NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK

SECLUDED 5 acre farm,
3br home 1700 sq ft. work

1 25- 2 5 Acre lots for
business & light industry
City limits All utilities 7531362 ext 129

shop, deck lots of extras
$89,000 obo New Concrird, 436-5744

Formal dining with hardParquet
floors
wood
floored entry Priced at on-

$141,000. Call Kopperud Realty today for your
753-1222
showing,
NLS*3001427

VILLASOUTHWEST
Building lot All city utilities ign Amiga
available Call Century 21,
13 TRACTS OF LAND
Loretta Jobs Realtors
(502)753-1492, ask for 7-12 Acres per tract. PropBarbara' REDUCED UN- erty located off of Hwy 94E
$17,000.00! onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
DER
Rd & Redbud Lane. For
MLS#4000730
10X55 MOBILE Home, 2
more information please
ots with garage in Pine
view property, review postBluff Shores. Excellent
ed data, then please call:
foil*
out
hide
weekend
502-441-2253.
$10.750 753-7668 or
CROP acreage for lease in
759-1928.
Hams Grove_ area. Corn
BEAUTIFUL building site
lust cut Ready for wheat. Rolling 3.66 acres w/pond,
Land owner to get clear well & septic. 5 Minutes
third of crop proceeds. north of town. Call 753435-4602, 559-8510.
2905, 753-7536.
ly

l

Country Collectibles Antiques
in beautiful & historic downtown Hazel. Kentucky

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer Mike Conley
& Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices

460
Somas For Sale

WA

3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.

just east of US Hwy. 641 N.
Saturday, Oct. 10, 1998• 10:00 a.m.

Jim & June Wilson have devoted countless hours & miles searching
out some of the finest Victorian items available. After more than a
halfcentury in the business & teaching professions this young minded couple will pursue other interests. Their store has long been noted
in the area as the place to shopforfine pieces ofglassware,fiimiture
and books. This sale will be conducted in their shop on Main Street
in Hazel.
A partial lists includes: elegant knockdown walnut wardrobe, plantation desk, marble top tables, beautiful floor-hanging & table lamps.
Watt Pottery, majolica, Stoneware. handpainted porcelain & china.
advertising tins & signs. Griswold ironware, bakers paddle, hatpins
& jewelry, ladies laced hightop shoes, wicker, several sets of walnut
& oak chairs with cane back & bottom, parlor chairs, many classic &
hard to find bound books, unusual pair of brass lamps, mirrors, figurines, many excellent framed prints & yardlongs. primitive kitchen
items, parlor lamp, what not shelves, railroad locks & keys, depression glass, rocking chair, hundreds of rare & unusual smalls - these
items and more - selling regardless ofprice.

Mr. & Mrs. Kollias have moved to be near family for health
reasons and will offer their lovely 2± acres country estate at
auction.
This spacious ranch style brick home has 3 bedrooms & 3
baths, a large dining room, fireplace,patio, and finished 2
car garage with automatic openers. This home awaits your
inspection. We think you'll like what you see. It has been
cleaned & maintained to the highest standards. With
approximately 2,400 square feet of tastefully decorated living area this home features a finished walk out basement
with extra kitchen & bath making an ideal home for the
extended family. Upstairs the living room and dining room
are elegant entertaining areas. This home is in move-in condition with all the conveniences todays family could want.
For information in Calloway Co. call Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 or the Auctioneer. In Marshall County call
RE/MAX Real Estate Associates - Deb Rose at 527-8035.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale - balance at
closing within 30 days.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Mike Conley
& Roger Stubblefield Apprentices
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502)492-8796

"The Sound ofSelling"

Not responsable for acc.dente Announcements day of mkt take meadows over all
petokad mamma

raped& for masts Arsomenuos day of sde ois madame owe Aphid sueensl.

G

SATURDAY. OCT. 10TH AT 10:00 A.M.
ism
v-s- Clhiar-1111MS IMIrococip
zar
Ivo
Murray, Kentucky - Near The Elm Grove Community
From Murray Takeo Hwy 94 NE 5 Milos Tor
Proceed East 2-5 INAilets....Sions Poste-tip

HOME ii
setting,
Low $70

Hardin, Kentucky

P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY•(502)492-8796

1

4BR, ii
cludes
with fun
ries to
carpet, c
& large
cation
$87,000
appointn

67 HardinlWadesboro Rd.

Mike Conley & Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY •(502)492-8796

2BR, 1
ces. ne%n
shaded
Close ti
753-688

PARIS Tennessee, 20 partially wooded acres, fish
stocked pond Excellent
view building site, 15 minutes to Land Between the
Lakes. Divorce forces
sale Reduced $3800 to
$44,000 $4000 Down,
$351/mo or $43,000 cash.
901-247-5643.
PURYEAR Tn, 5 acres, 15
minutes to lake and 10 minutes to Paris. Nice building site $12,500. $1000
or
$101/mo
Down,
$11,000 cash. 901-2475643.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

A

Saturday, Oct. 10, 1998•1:00 p.m.

AUCTION
FARRIS
-W.Dan Farns - CATAiletioneer-

FARRIS AUCTION

111411111
L

L

/
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lilt,G__,G.
/SI
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I
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L. ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION )

Novvbaarg Road,

P.•
IIJP
P.!
Eavirvorm coow

1111WMII EMI MEW.

IRK laS

REDUCED'
Southwest Villa home lea
tunng 4br. 3 bath Well laid
out plan for family living

Terms. Complete settlemem day of sale

Terms: Complete settlement da of sale

I%ICD

Farms For Sale

ABSOLUTE ANTIQUE
AUCTIONS

Saturday, Oct 17,1998-1O.00 a.m.

EMI 4111:110

Lots For Seki

ad E

Huy Any Individual Tract,
Combinations Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property!
t.
-----. .
...
'
, ---- .............
. ,
44:
OI

120 ACRES
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
. • t ---I

--

•

-

•

Country Farm Home and 1.4 Acres
Recent Restoration Including...
.
Foundation
Roof - Plumbing - Electrical
Central System Vinyl Siding
Drywall - Complete New Kitchen 8. Much Mort.

3

One Of The Nicest To Be Found!
NEAT - CLEAN - READY TO MOVE IN!
Outbuildings - Trees - Garden Area

'I

, •

THEFIELI

•

TRACT # 1
1.418 ACRES
TRACT # 2
14.758 ACRES
TRACT #3
17.290 ACRES
TRACT # 4
18.866 ACRES
TRACT #5
13.793 ACRES
TRACT #6
17.323 ACRES
TRACT # 7
17.983 ACRES
TRACT # 8
18.079 ACRES

REAL ESTATE SELLS
AT 12:00 NOON!!

OUTSTANDING COUNTRY HOMESITES!!
BEAUTIFUL TREES
GREEN ROLLING TERRA IN!

REAL ESTATE
OE IFE MOSS

15% DOWN
BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

Eat?! Potential Bidder Is Responsible For Conducting His Or Her
Own Independent Inspections Investigations. Inquires And Doe
Diligence Concerning The Property Lines On Aerial Plats Show Only
The Relative Locations 0/ The Tracts Sublect To Sale And May Not
Be Rinsed On As An pact Location Or Boundary Although All
Information In All Advertisements is Obtained From Simons
Dlerned Reliable. Tne Auctioneer Real Estate Broker And Seller
Make No Warranty Or r.uarantee Actual 0; implied k. To The
Accuracy 01 The Intormatkon It Is For This Reason That The
Prospective Buyers Should Avail Themselves The Opportunity T
Make Inspection Prior To The Auction All Announcements Day

ALSO TO HE AUCTIONED
AC D15 Tractor w3Pt Hitch Plow Disc Blade. Bushhog
2-Riding Lawn Mowers • Chain Saw • Tiller • Barn Yard Mist
Household Items
Frloidaire Washer 0, Dryer
iron Bed 4.hshes • Lamps • t.oucn • kousenoicl Misc. • Swing •
And Morel.!.. COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE'

JIVIES Ft- CASHI
74

AUCTICSNEIEFt 8. FIEAl_ ESTATE 1311C0K

502-023-8466 —
"TH

FANCY PAIRIVI, KY
L_ ii'%ic
M.44C1-1IINIE"

el,- ....me

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

L 460

460
For fhb

0 parfish

15 mien the
lorces
,00 to
Down
cash

es, 15
10 mibuild$1000
Or
1 -247-

al h/a,
Cole-

For Ss

riomes For Saki

& Arra

MINI Ranch Fenced & ONE owner, 3br 112
cross fenced. Cattle or baths, 2 miles east of Murhorses. Beautiful 3br, 21/2 ray. Hardwood and tiles
bath 2 story. Large yard, floors, woodbuming stove
tastefully decorated. Large in den, carport & 2 car gafront porch. Act fast while rage. Priced in the $80's.
4BR,.11/2 bath which ininterest rates are low. Re- For appointment to see.
cludes 35ft family room
ggie. Century 21 Loretta call 753-0444.
with furniture & accesso- Jobs 753-1492, 767-9117.
ries to match decor New
REDUCED- 2 houses on
carpet, gas fogs, windows,
NEW USTING- Dramatic Metcalf Ln in North Villa
& large deck. Excellent lo11/2 story sided contempo- Subdivision. Red brick 3br
cation minutes from town,
rary.
3br, 2 baths plus 3 house natural gas, all
$87,000. Call 753-2791 for
acres. Under $148,000. appl. Beige brick house,
appointment.
Call Barbara at Century hot tub, large attic space,
HOME in country secluded 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors, 3br, all appliances, landext
105. scape 437-4783 or 753setting, 3br brick by owner 753-1498,
MLS*4000858.
8237
Low $70's. 492-8299.

2BR.. 1 bath, all appliances, new roof in '97. 1 acre
shaded lot, outbuilding.
Close to town, $38,000
753-6885.

WANT ADS
WORK

REDUCED BY OWNER:
1yr old home, 3br. 2 bath,
front & back porch, wrap
around deck, gazebo, storage shed, concrete circle
dnve. Approx. 1 mile from
Paris Landing State Park.
$84,900. 901-642-5369.

1994 HARLEY Sporster *5
black. Extra sharp, chrome
& saddle bags, ready to
ride! $7400. Can Jim 7670002 days, 901-644-1799
nights.

G
7.
1
ALEXANDER AUCTIONS (
Saturday, October 17• 10:07 AM
1704 Greenwood Dr, Murray, KY

Location: Traveling Hwy. 641 South turn right onto Main St. (just past McDonald's). Go 1/2 mile, turn left on South

OWNERS BILL & GAIL GAGE HAVE RELOCATED TO NASHVILLE,TN.

1992 FORD Taurus, good
condition. Can be seen at
Ashland G&A gas station
on 641 N or call 753-7753.
Also a 1989 Z-24.
1992 GEO Prism, well
kept car. $3,000.
767-9461.
1993 DODGE Shadow,
4dr, $3,800. After 5pm call
436-5408.

21th
e at

(/)

1993 FORD Taurus SHO,
excellent
condition,
67,XXX miles. Fast car,
not for beginner. $8,200.
(901)247-3752.
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Over 800 Ai It. °I treated raised de,..k patio ,Aith iron railing and bit,..k surrounds. plus sunken spa just off the Master Bedroom. One acre professionally landscaped home site.
Now and then a home comes along that is so remarkable and so sophisticated that words such as unbelievable, gorgeous, dazzling and outstanding
just don't properly describe it. You must expenence for yourself everything from the unbelievable grounds to the gorgeous entries. to the dazzling
•
interiors and the outstanding layout and design.

0

rn
A great 30 x 18.5 ft. Family Room with magnificent appointments, 14 ft. ceiling, lighted statuary niche & gas tor log) fireplace. Family Room steps into the 16 it 13 ft. Day or Nite Room
with Wet bar, and onto the beautiful raised deck & patio-with
spa.

?:1
The 17 x 14ft. Formal Dining Room with 12 ft. ceiling. All the
lighting throughout, including this approx. $3000.00 chandelier.
was professionally handpicked & coordinated. Heavy crown &
base molding as throughout

MORE OUTSTANDING AMENITIES

Majestic 18 s 14 It
hardwood - bevel.
glass entry Foyer •
opens to the Mush.
Komi' tor lasing
Room) and Formal
Dining Roniti ea4:h

A great entrance
and first impression Large brick
court yard style
fountain area walk
was and columned
hii,k poidi

The 16 x 13ft. Day
or Nile Room is
cv,ery body's
laS.orite with 12ft
ceiling open beaming wet bJu. Ts, cab
itietiy pretty siews
.util 'reps -lit 1 the

There are two attractive Master Bediooms The Master Suite has owi 700
sq ft with cathedral ceilings. .2 large walk-in closets, patio doors to the
deck, a gorgeous '0 ti Master Bath .ind outstanding appointments File 11
h tarp.. Master Bath phis walk
19 it
Master Hollow a IN
_ti ssiih
in closet. The Second .4i0 1 hird Brdi °outs All: each appiox I
lhandelicrs.
a II h
rippei
ale additional Full Bath i..c by there :UT thick. Bonus Rolm!,
ii molding &
area plus lot .,f flomed a! miIsIKil -ii
lxvel ith I(Xs I so ft ot
sou.site det.oi
.
tr.qh ii e,ei ;i.....dcat I Its
Ay,tpii,inF is 0 iigherl iii li.i an additional
NI)01,
Bascincnt ha, ., large Hee Koom with patio J. is plus
. and built in ironing board. a 34 N 24 it 4-('ar Garage, c ustuiii
hobby Area Other amenities include a large Lulus Room with Laundry cabmen)
concreic ,lri
window treatments with salt shades throughout. professional wall cosenngs: TV cabinets and jacks throughout,4 climate zoned areas,
eul de sac. 3 concrete patios, near lakes. great schools, quiet - secure neighborhood &.eoniniunity
combo i man ,
Auctioneer's Note: Mr Gage is a retired Mcl)onalds Douglas engineer He designed this magitifiient home. i•oi7libining elegiiiii•e and
eta into as planning-designed to(ten itClitttittntliair Mr% (itil4e.8 elderly pikents--her mother being confined
MOONh Of design Id engineering
du. budding 41 this beautiful home made for a li,iindeiful esperterice While
i The own, the' balsam'. the neighborhood and t spit
a ish-fel char
the rieed to unity cliiier to major hosottals and med
pitreists
la
these
meilii•al
condinions
additional
aging
and
eve':
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1989 DODGE Ram wagon
window van, V-8, auto,
loaded, high miles. Excellent condition. $5,000.
753-7790.
1992 VOYAGER, excellent
condition, 70,XXX miles,
tilt, cruise, am/fm cassette,
air. Call 753-6743 before
8pm.
1997 CHEVY Venture
short version 28,xxx miles,
white $16,500 obo.
436-5744.

$4,500. 492-6220.

-4

ust a glimpse of the 20 x 100 Master Bath with his and her vanties with professional appointments. Not shown is the large
whirlpool bath. private shower, linen closet and exquisite decor.

rn

-4
0

1991 XLT Ford Ranger
with topper. $4,750.
502-492-8614.
1993 CHEVY Silverado
Dixie Custom Conversion,
platinum blue & white.
753-4801.
1994 CHEVROLET Silverado, extended cab, excellent condition, $14,300.
Call 502-759-4959.
1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
3.0 V6, 42,XXX miles, cd,
5sp, excellent condition.
$7,200.(901)498-8546.
1994 FORD XLT Supercab, 28xxx miles
436-5365.
1995 GMC Sonoma S15,
beautifully
customized.
Take over payments plus
$500 cash, $298.87/mo.
54,XXX actual miles. 4365572 after 5prn,
1998 GMC Serna, 1/2 ton,
short bed, loaded. Must
selll $16,500. 759-5170

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver. runs 'teat, looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call

0
(s)
:11

Li.ROBERT ALEXANDER

759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loadedA
fully safety
equipped truck

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.

1860 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, KY 42003
PHONE (502) 554-5212

ROBERT ALEXANDER - fROKER& AUCTIONEER. CAI
JOHN ALEXANDER - AUCTIONEER

NATION WIDE TOLL FREE:
1-800-307-SOLD
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Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Septic System Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(

(502) 437-4545

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concret:
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal. Free Estimates. Satisfied References. Call
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
services. 10% senior citizen
discount. Contact
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CONCRETE Finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks &
patios. Free Estimates.
435-4619.
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing,
pole barns, sheds. carports. Also repair 7 rebuild
Excellent workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar,

It's Time For
Fall Planting
I specialize in lowmaintenance landscape .cle gn and
plants, use lots of
divide
spring bulb
perennials, mulch &
trim. Also assist new
homeowners. Have
great references

Call Laura 436-6083
1997 YAMAHA
$4,500 492-6220

1200,

CUSTOM POTCNEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 111/0001000fWJNG

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking

ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping,
superior
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
Brush, briar clearing,
bushhogging, sickle mowing. Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, haul- 0
ing. Message, 753-2092.

1993 GEO Storm, 2dr,
stick shift, 60,XXX miles.
Asking $4,785 obo.
362-0023.
1994 CAVALIER AS, ex- ANTIQUE refinishing, furcellent condition.
niture repair & custom
759-8919.
woodworking. 753-8056.
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4dr
green, automatic, a/c, APPUANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL$4800. Call 759-4044.
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
Vans
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1985 E150 CUSTOM van
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
new tires, 351W, $1000 years experience. BOBBY
obo. 759-3176.
HOPPER, 436-5848.

-4
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Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the Month of October.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree ,S
•
work. 436-2867.
1144S •
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,.
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.

[a]

NIP

.1
I his shot of the 15 s 14ft office shows less than halt
ry cabinetry and doesn'i show the Wet Bar- what a get-a way

October Special!

BY•

16th St. Proceed 1-1/2 miles, bear right on Wiswell, then turn left onto Martin Chapel Road. Watch for auction signs.

Equipped 28 x 15 ft. Kitchen with great views and decor, 100's ,
of board feet of hand rubbed cherry cabinetry with built-in buffet. center island, desk, lighted pantry and large Breakfast

Services Ottere4

Tony Henderson Plumbing

WANT ADS
WORK

Approx. 7000 sq ft under roof with approx. 5600 sq. ft. living area. Built in 1994. Better than new, one of a kind. custom designed Climate zoning. Major amenities throughout. 4 or more bedrooms,6 restrooms, walk-out basement, upstairs bonus room. ire rooms & 3 car garage
•1.1
"
,:014.05r
-

OCTOBER 8,

$30
Services Otter.Jc

Boats & Motors

1997 YAMAHA Timbenvolf 14' TAI- Hull, 25hp Evin4 wheeler. Call 753-2900 rude, trailer, extras. $1,300
or after 5pm 489-2870.
Firm. 759-1518. See at
1998 HARLEY Sportster, 735 Vine.
4,XXX miles $1,708 in ex- 1976 CHEVY
truck. 14ft
tras Please call 759-5400 Richline boat, trailer with
Johnson motor, 18ft Starcraft boat, trailer with 55hp
motor. GE clothes dryer.
1980 FORD Bronco, 351 All in good shape. Call afbig block, $3500 obo. 753- ter 7pm, 474-2361.
6740.
1995 191/2FT Bayliner
1996 BLAZER 4wd, 4dr, Mercruiser, in board/ out
loaded, leather interior, cd board, 130hp. Excellent
player,
auto
trans. condition. $6,800. Call
$16,000. 437-4999.
753-1052
490
1997 YAMAHA Waverunner, 1200cc used 8hrs
VW Cars
$5,600 obo Must sell
436-5744
1987 TOYOTA Corolla,
4dr, new tires & exhaust.
530
$1,500 obo. 436-5744.
Offered
1989 LESABRA Buick
A-1 Tree Professionals.
753-5578
Stump
removal, tree
1989 MERCURY Sable,
spraying. Serving Murray,
$850 obo. 474-2789.
Calloway Co. since 1980.
1990
FORD
Tempo, Free estimates. 437-3044
bought new in 1991. Ev- or 492-8737.
erything works. Well mainAl Al A Tree Service,
tained. 759-1457.
Stump
removal, tree
1991 COROLLA Deluxe spraying, leaf raking,
•
Sedan, automatic, am/fm hedge trimming, landscapnew
tires,
cassette, a/c,
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
62,XXX miles. $5,200.
spreading, gutter cleaning.
753-4470.
Licensed & insured. Full
1991
FORD
Tempo, line of equipment. Free es72,XXX, 1 owner, silver, timates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
4dr, loaded, excellent con1-800-548-5262.
dition. $2,000. 753-9892.

1995 POLARIS 4X4 4wheeler, 425 magnum reduced to $3200 obo.
436-5744.
WANTED Pre 1976 motorcycles. 931-320-0060
1995 YAMAHA Virago
750 Beautiful pearl red
and peed white, with lots
of chrome, black leather
saddle bags, fork bag, and
tank bra. Engine guards
with two sets of road pegs
custom sport windshield,
custom grips, 6,000 well
maintained miles. Never
seen rain, always garage
kept. $4500. 753-0988.
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Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
Bread)

5640
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY(13tarind
Bunny

A't•
N.N.N. N.N.. N.N.N. N N. N. N. N. N. N.

VS,
.

•

Need A Used Cat?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonline.com.

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or banlcruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
US. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfleld
Kentucky

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

• lilleriot

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

ori a riveyolie
• Small Budding

• Exterior

• Remodeling
• Roofing

• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Ben

Now is a Great Time to Build
If you aro looking for quality wo want to lit' your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifier'.
Lions we can give you a contract price beliire we
start. If you an Undecided we work on a txist plus
basis.
We c ply with all the new city building codes.
We also sowialize in construction of lake
homes. large or small.

Bruce Green
cont,act.,,.„
502) 753-8343

- SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916
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HARDWOOD FLOOR

DANNA
ROBINSON

Installation & finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates 753-7860.
L&T HOME BUILDERS
New construction Remodling Electncal, vinyl siding
Plumbing repair
753-0353
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & InsurFREE
ed Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
likESTIMATESA

753-0616

LAWN CARE
Cleaning Serv- Mowing, trimming, bed
ices -Cleaning" vinyl sid- mulching, hedge trimming,
ing, homes, mobile homes, leaf clean-up & mulching.
boats, brick driveways, Terry Joe, 753-4679.
parking lots, all exterior
Raking, gutter
cleaning, acid cleaning LEAF
hauling. 436available David Borders, cleaning and
Joseph
insured, Completely Mo- 2102 ask for
bile Phone 502-759-4734.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Cellular 502-653-1108,
Let us clean your CarpetsUpholstery. Pet odor reELECTRICIAN
moval. Commercial or
R&R ELECTRIC.
Serving MurResidential.
New construction, rewirFree estiyears.
for
26
ray
ing, mobile home hook753-5827 Visa/MC.
mates.
ups, electrical maintenance & repair. Cali any- M.S. CONSTRUCTION
-erne. Murray, 762-0001, Specializing in roofing &
Celle 519-1592.
remodels. Free estimates.

DAVID'S

FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable phces. Dickie Fahey.
759-1519.
GARDEN tilling, bushhog-

ging, small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade.
Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
GLITTERS:

QUALITY Construction A
Must. Specializing in
Framing, Interior & Exterior Trim, Vinyl & All Siding
Sub Contract, Remodel,
Repairs 25 years Experience References
502-376-5784.

PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER OF MURRAY
KENTUCKY,INC.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES

WOOD SATELLITE
SALES

Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

Residential- Commercial
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 between 7am & 5pm. Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm.
8WK old Lab mix puppies,
PAINTING
wormed. Look like Labs.
Interior - Exterior.
Free estimates. 436-5032. Call anytime at 759-0911.

Classified

CLASSIFIED
HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAYfor Friday,Oct.
9, 1998:
You demonstrate a strong ability to
deal with details, look beyond the
obvious and read between the lines.
Your innate creativity comes out
best when you relax. Refuse to let
events and other people's behavior
triggeryouremotions.Instinctsserve
you well in financial ventures. You
could find associates difficult, however. If you are single, your love life
becomesspicy and memorable.1999
presents a major, significant relationship. If attached, your tie is renewed as you see some of the old
magic return. Enjoy what you have
together. GEMINI casts a new light
on old ideas.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Someone's unexpected actions could once again force you to
think through a financial investment. Instincts serve you well. Better communications make,it easier
for others tri reveal more of their
feelings. Honor a partner's requests
when making plans. Tonight: Take
off if you can.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Your intuition is right on
about a child or new relationship.
This person knows how to force a
reaction from you. A boss considers
new techniques that help you make
money.Use the afternoon to clear up
chores. Have a work-related talk.
Tonight: Get weekend provisions.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Allowing others to deciare
their point ofview doesn't mean that
you have to agree with them or even
address their problems.Detachment
helps you understand where others
are coming from. A new friendship
intrigues you. Make time for this
person. Tonight: Keep smiling.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
** Take a back seat, especially
when joint finances and emotional
entanglements are involved. Keep
your highest priorities in mind,and
do not get distracted. Discussions
are animated.Carefully review your
investments and consider alternatives. Tonight: Take a night off.

DISCOUNT PRICES
on

rn ALCOA
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows
I

Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings

ARMOR SIDING &
WINDOW COMPANY
1-800-957-3404 or (901)644-1555

IMO
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RILEY Remodeling & Construction Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & tnmRoofing- Metal Roofs- Replacement
WindowsDecks- Pole Bams Free
Estimates 502-489-2907

Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching_ Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
All work guaranteed!
decks, remodeling. Call
489-6125
753-2592.
No job too small?
WE do all types of carpenPAINTER Experienced, ter work & yard work, back
reasonable rates. Murray filling, driveways and dirt
area. 753-4715
work. Call 489-2842.

Seamless Aluminum Gutters- variety of
colors Free estimates. Licensed Affordable prices.
Vinyl Shutters- variety of
colors, vinyl siding supPLUMBING
plies. West KY Seamless Repairs, fast service.
Gutters, 753-0278.
436-5255.

Quality

Lawsuit claims man
killed to cover up case

530

630

EXTERIOR House Cleaning- Vinyl siding, concrete,
vinyl fencing. Call 4354201 after 6pm.

19ttl

The Business Council For The Arts in partnership
Street Murray is hosting a community event on
square, Arts On The Square, Oct. 10. Festivities
mence at 4:30 p.m. with registration for Sidewalk
for children grades K - 8th. Arts On The Square
uled from 6 to 10 p.m.

with Main
the court
will comChalk Art
is sched-

Finn's close friend
arrested trying to visit
SPRINGFIELD, Va. (AP) One of Hugh Finn's closest friends
was arrested trying to visit the
dying, severely brain-damaged man
at a nursing home in Manassas.
Stephen Martino, who has known
Finn for 25 years and visited him
regularly for more than two years,
was charged with trespassing during an Oct. 2 visit after his name
had been removed from a list of
approved visitors by Finn's wife
and guardian, Michele Finn.
Doctors say Finn, a former
Louisville, Ky., news anchor, is
in a persistent vegetative state and
cannot eat, communicate or care
for himself. The feeding tube that
has sustained him for 3 112 years
was removed Oct. 1 on Mrs. Finn's
orders.
She said her husband told her
that he would not wish to live in
such a condition, and under Virginia law, food and water may be
withheld from people diagnosed
in a persistent vegetative state.
Mrs. Finn's decision prompted
an unsuccessful last-minute legal
effort a- week - ago--by-Gov. Jirrr
Gilmore to prevent the removal
of the tube, and it continues to
divide the family. Finn's parents,
two of his seven brothers and sisters and his mother-in-law attended a vigil Sunday protesting the
decision to remove the tube.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Mm for what you want.
Your gregarious personality draws
others to you. A partner surprises
you with his unusual support. Recognize what is needed to deal with
an important work project. How
At the time the tube was
much are you willing to spend? Toremoved,
doctors said Finn would
night: Reach out for friends.
live for only a couple of weeks.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
The list of visitors is limited
*** Take the lead,and make decisions. Reach out for friends who are to Finn's parents and siblings and
at a distance. Review your alterna- excludes their spouses and chiltives,then make appropriate finan- dren, said - his brother, John Finn.
cial moves. Others sense your sup- A round-the-clock guard was postport.Yourfinances can become much ed in Finn's room Wednesday, John
more solid. Buy a token of affection Finn said.
for a loved one. Tonight: Work late.
Arraignment for Martino is
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
scheduled
for Friday in Prince
***** You want to pull back, to
County
General District
William
better study a financial offer. Is it to
your liking? Keep the big picture in Court. Michele Finn was.not availmind, be more direct and be more able Wednesday for comment.
sure of yourself. Your softer side
emerges and allows greater self-expression. An encounter turns out to
be more exciting than you thought
possible. Tonight: Take off ASAP.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Be willing to put in more
than your share. Holding back information doesn't serve you. Let others
know what makes you tick. Your
strength lies in one-to-one contact.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.. (AP) You can read someone better that Some 2,400 homing pigeons disway.Be willing to reverse direction. appeared during two long-distance
Tonight: Dinner for two.
the same day. a nearly
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) races on
loss in the little-known
unheard-of
****Say"yee before the moment
racing.
pigeon
of
sport
is lost. Work needs extra energy and
About 1,800 pigeons vanished
attention. You can finish up a-lot of
tasks when youfocus.Don'tletsome- out of 2,000 competing in a 200one distract you. Listen carefully to mile race from northern Virginia
a friend, who has only your best to Allentown on Monday. And 600
interestut heart. Go with sponta- out of 800 birds were still missneity. Tonight: TGIF!
ing today from a separate 150CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
mile race from western Pennsyl*** Pace yourself. Slow down,and vania to Philadelphia.
Ordinarily, the swift-flying birds
try to be more even. Your creativity
emerges.The unexpected occurs fi- should have been back in their
nancially. Rein in any impulsive- lofts in a matter of hours.
ness. When you are in the limelight,
"I've never seen anything like
others are quickly drawn to you. Let this," said Earl Hottle of Allenyour imagination play out in your town, who has been racing pigeons
emotional life. Tonight: Pump iron for 37 years. "Nobody can explain
at the gym.
'it."
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Pigeon racing has thrived for
***** Let your energy come from
among a devoted group
centuries
enhigh
and
Spontaneity
within.
ergy are interlocked for you; you of several hundred breeders in the
can't have one without the other. A mid-Atlantic states. Some racing
partner has strong opinions about pigeons can cost up to $250:000.
your family life. Take an overview. according to the Racing Pigeon
You can make loving,strong choices. Digest in Lake Charles, La.
Tonight: Be naughty and nice.
Each weekend in spring and
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
fall: thousands of pigeons are
**** It takes strength not to swat trucked up to 6(X) miles away and
someone who doesn't agree with you.
Consider making choices that better
suit you. Where there is conflict, let •
go. A partner gives you strong feedback.It is clear that he has your best
interests in mind. Tonight: Homeward bound.

Martino, a database 'administrator for Anne Arundel County in
Maryland, met Finn when they
attended college together in Pennsylvania. He introduced Finn to
his wife and was best man at their
1981 wedding, he said. He is the
godfather of one of their daughters.
Martino has visited Finn at
Annaburg Manor a couple times
a month since February 1996, when
Finn was admitted. Martino said
he has seen Finn use gestures to
communicate and disputes Finn's
diagnosis.
"If I have to be arrested for
this, I have to be arrested. But I
have to see Hugh. I know that's
what he would want," Martino
said Wednesday. "I'm upset and
trying not to be angry. I don't
feel that's productive at this point.
I'm also hopeful that Michele will
relent."
Martino first learned he was
not on the list in September. During that visit, he left when asked,
thinking the exclusion was an over-sr-0u When'
herealized-it-w as inert-tional, he went back,signed in under
• his own name and refused to leave
when asked, Martino said. He was
arrested and handcuffed in the hallway outside Finn's room.
"I would have rather they put
handcuffs on me in front of Hugh,"
Martino said."He would have found
it amusing."
In the week since the feeding
tube was removed, Finn has lost
weight but seemed otherwise
healthy on Wednesday, John Finn
said. He even pulled back from
an electric razor when it caught
on his whiskers, John Finn said.
John Finn, who lost a suit to
stop Michele Finn from pulling
his brother's feeding tube, did not
want to- contradict Martino's
account of Hugh Finn's ability to
communicate, but said he never
saw any sign of it.

* * *

ing normally. Meanwhile, she fell
$3,250 behind in her child-support payments and missed an Important hearing in Harlan Circuit Court.
An arrest warrant was issued
for Gerema Budgick for skipping
the court hearing, but Thomas
never warned her, the suit said.
To prevent anyone from finding out about his handling of the
case, Thomas went to the Budgitk home Oct. 6, 1997, intending
to kill the couple, the suit said.
According to police, Thomas
fired a handgun several times
through his briefcase, hitting George
Budgick in the abdomen. Budgick
died eight days later.
Gerema Budgick fled the house
on foot, police said.
Thomas was released from jail
days after the shooting on a $17,500
bond. He continues to practice law
while awaiting trial but has been
stripped of prosecutorial duties
until his case is resolved.
Phone calls to -Thomas' private
Harlan 'County raw - erffite-wint--unanSi:verad Wednesday. His lawyer,
Larry Roberts of Lexington, refused
to comment on allegations in Gerema Budgick's lawsuit.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEMNER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916
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Cox to marry actor
NEW YORK (AP) - Unlike her TV character on "Friends,"
Courteney Cox has gotten lucky in love.
Cox is engaged to marry actor David Arquette. They met while
filming the 1996 movie "Scream" and have been an item since.
"There's no date," a Cox representative told TV Guide. "The
only information I can give you is they're engaged. So don't ask
me any more questions because I can't talk about it."
Arquette, 27, and Cox, 34, recently moved in together and
starred in last year's "Scream 2."

The
Dixon,
Penns)

Taxi heads to new home
LOS ANGELES,(AP)- A car museum is the new owner of
the _yellow taxi hailed over and over and over again by the "Sin
feld" gang.
The 1994 Chevrolet Caprice was featured in more than 30
episodes. It was first put up for auction, but owner Budget Rent
A Car of Beverly Hills decided to donate it to the Petersen Automotive Museum instead.
"After the auction was under wtr we realized that it would
make much more sense to have the car on display at a museum
rather than in someone's car collection or in a garage." Said Ken
Kerzner, the rental company's president.
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Cooke receives speaker honor
LONDON (AP) - When it comes to the English language,
who has the perfect pitch?
Alistair Cooke, according to listeners polled by BBC Radio's
"Word of Mouth" program. They named him Best Living Speaker of the English Language.
Cooke is the longtime host of British radio's "Letter from
America," a weekly window on life in the United States. He is
the former host of "Masterpiece Theater" on public television.
"I love broadcasting and try to write a form of English which
can be, as the Bible says, `understanded of the people,' meaning
truck drivers, professors, bishops, nurses, people everywhere,"
Cooke said.
Cooke, 89, lives in New York.
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Streisand donation turns sour

Thousands of homing
pigeons in race missing

BORN TODAY
Actor Scott Bakula (1955), singer
Jackson Browne (1948), Sen. Trent
Lott(1941)

LEXINGTOSI, Ky. (AP) - A
lawsuit claims a Harlan County
prosecutor shot and killed a man
last year to hide the fact that he
botched a child-support case.
Robert D. Thomas, 41, an assistant county attorney, is scheduled
to stand trial for murder Oct. 26
in connection with the same shooting. Thomas allegedly shot and
killed George D. Budgick a year
ago at Budgick's southeast Lexington home.
According to the suit by the
victim's widow, filed Monday in
Fayette Circuit Court, Gerema
Budgick accuses Thomas of wrongful death and legal malpractice.
She asks for reimbursement for
her husband's medical and funeral bills, and other unspecified damages.
Gerema Budgick claims that
Thomas represented her during a
1990 divorce in Harlan County
and later agreed to handle childsupport matters for her.
She charges in-her lawsuit that
Thomas failed to keep track of
her case and forged a judge's signature on bogus court records so
the case appeared to he proceed-

By Petei

released. Relying on their homing
instinct and incredible stamina, the
pigeons fly directly to their lofts.
The ones with the fastest times
are the winners.
In any race, a small percent
age of the birds do not return
home - but a 90 percent loss
sate is unusual.
"We've heard of this in other
areas," said Jim Effting, ho-had
only three of 37 birds return in
the race from Virginia. "But we've
never,had it happen around here."
- Racing veterans have few ideas
about what caused the birds to
_lose their way - or otherwise
disappear. There were no weather
problems during either race, sun
spot activity was low and no comets,
meteor showers or planet alignments occurred. The skies were
clear of satellite interference.
"The chances that 2,000 hawks
would get 2,000 pigeons are pretty unlikely," said racer Dennis
Gaugler. "The birds would scatter
when attacked."
l'The truth is that nobody knows
what happened," said another racer,
Robert Costagliola, "and probably
nc‘cr V. ill"

JOIN
THE
FIRM.

MALIBU, Calif. (AP)- Barbra Streisand moved out and the
neighborhood went downhill fast.
That's what about 30 Ramirez Canyon homeowners claim in a
lawsuit against the Streisand Center for Conservancy Studies.
Ms. Streisand donated the center to the ,Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy in 1993. It has been the site of noisy commercial events that intrude on the privacy and solitude of the rustic area, according to the lawsuit filed last week.
"Barbra Streisand was always a good neighbor when she owned
the property.. It is unfortunate that her name is now used to attract
hordes of visitors,", homeowners group president Ruth White said.
The lawsuit said the center is used for sightseeing tours, weddings and parties. The homeowners want a judge to end the noisy
intrusion.

Reynolds ready for plan
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) - Burt Reynolds' plait to
get out of bankruptcy was approved by a judge Wednesday and
will allow him to keep his home and all of his personal property.
The reorganization plan should allow the actor to emerge from
bankruptcy protection within a month.
"I'm pleased that this matter is behind me and I'm now looking forward to focusing on my work and enjoying time with my
family and friends," Reynoltimsaid in a statement.
He declared more than $10 million in debts when he filed for
Chapter 11 protection in 1996. His financial problems began in
the late 1980s when he lost $15 million invested in Po-Folks
restaurants.
Reynolds agreed to make payments to his creditors over Mice
years. Among the possessions he will be able to keep is his
beloved BR Ranch in Jupiter Farms.

Al! to promote museum
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Muhammad All returned home Wednesday to promote plans for a museum to chronicle his boxing
achievements and highlight racial justice and peace. the cares he
championed outside the ring.
Organizers, want to raise $80 million to build and operate the
Museum in' Louisville. They hope to open the museum on Jan
17, 2091, Al's 59th birthday.
Ali's wife, Lonnie,' said the goal is to inspire people, especialk
111,
children, to reach their potential.
"The Muhammad All Center will provide a place where the
yalues and virtues that he represents can come together to continue the inspiration that his life has already given to a, multitude
of people to pursue their own potential and greatness," she said
All has Parkinson's disease and made no formal remarks.
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 61-year old
male who has always been supei
active: biking, walking, windsurfing
and skiing. However, I'm losing stamina and strength as I grow older. This
depresses me. I suppose this is what
aging is all about but how can I forestall the inevitable?
DEAR READER: Huh? You want
me to give you the key to anti-aging'
In this column? Listen, if I had the
answer you seek, I'd be sitting on
Mount Olympus clipping coupons.
Seriously, you know the drill: As we
age, muscles become weaker and less
bulky, we tire more easily, our stamina diminishes. Even active older people will experience a decline in performance and strength. This is an
unavoidable consequence of aging.
Nonetheless, we can do much to
slow the inevitable decline. Physical
exertion is not only beneficial for
heart, lungs, circulation and attitude;
studies have proved that regular exercise will maintain muscle mass.
Therefore, although such activity will
not roll the clock back, it will at least
help you remain active and independent. Keep at it - and accept, however reluctantly, the progressive restrictions of aging.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 5 feet 3 inches and weigh 180. I've tried everything
from diet pills to weight loss groups.
My husband has given me an ultimatum: If! don't lose significant weight
in the next 12 months, he'll leave me.
He says if I really loved him. I'd trim
down. What can I do?
DEAR READER: Ultimatums can
be hard to deal with, as the "either/or"
options they give are often unreasonable or inappropriate. For example,
your husband is probably incorrect in
assuming that if you loved him you
would slim down. You undoubtedly do
love him - and can't lose weight.
Therefore, the lose-weight-or-else
doctrine is not only scary. it's unrea-

sonable I believe that your best
approach is to put yourself under the
care ot a doctor 'there may be a
metabolic abnormality underlying
your weight problem, or you may need
evaluation by obesity specialists at a
teaching hospital to which the doctor
can refer you
You may also need some counseling
to help you manage stress, problems
with self-image - and your husband's
demands.
In addition, you may want to look
into marriage counseling. If your husband agrees to go w'th you, he may be
able to learn more effective ways to
handle his anger and the grandiose
concept that he can somehow control
your life. Someone should point out to
him the corollary of his ultimatum: If
he loved you. he would stick with you
regardless of your weight.
For most obese people, help is
available. I am certain that you will
feel relieved at obtaining reputable
medical assistance. At the same time,
the dynamics of your marriage need
attention, too.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "The Battle of the Bulge."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I have a message I
would like to pass on to teen-agers
I hope you will print it.
Young people, mat first beer
may carry a cost far higher than the
$5 you pay for a six-pack. Let me
in you what beer cost me•
I. A career in the Ali Fu,ce
because after six years, I wanted to
drink beer instead of report for
duty.
2. An accounting career because
I stole from my employer to buy
beer.
3. A close relationship with my
parents and sister because they
don't drink.
4. A son and daughter. They
have refused any contact with me
for 11 years. I last tried to talk with
them in October 1997, but they
wanted no part of me.
5. A close relationship with my
wife and another son because my
wife doesn't drink.
6. Friends. I used and abused
them until they had enough and cut
me off.
7. A secure future. I'm 53 with
no savings, assets or insurance.
8. My driver's license...
9. Medical care. I fear what a
doctor may find.
10. My self-respect. I'm a loser
and there's no reason to be sober.
In the 1970s I attended AA and
stayed sober for two years, but it
didn't last.
Thirty-three years ago when I
drank my first beer. I had dreams
and plans. I had no idea that I'd be
a common laborer and a drunk in
1998. Before you start drinking,
think where it may land you in 33
years.
Abby, I am one of the lucky ones.
You may ask why I think I'm lucky.
Well, I'm alive and my drinking
hasn't killed anyone - yet. I wish
there were a foolproof cure, but
there's not, so the only way to avoid
ending up like me is to never risk
drinking that first beer. Believe me,
it's not worth it.
You may use my first name, but
please don't use my last name
because I don't want to embarrass
my family any further.
DONALD IN FLORIDA
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Ten years ago

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have been married for 35 years He
has a 42-year-old daughter from a
previous marriage. She has been
married twice and has three sons.
She forced her second husband to
pay for her college education, and
then she dumped him.
Now this daughter is ready for
graduate school and has dropped
several hints that we should pay for
it. My husband is 62 and retired. I
run a home-based sewing business
so we don't have to dip into our
savings to supplement our limited
income. Yet this middle-aged
daughter thinks we should pay for
her education.
Abby, what should my response
be in this situation?
ON PINS AND NEEDLES
IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR ON PINS AND NEEDLES: Tell her no, and if she
asks why, don't embroider the
truth - simply say,"We can't
afford it."
(.(k.
To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054-0447. (Poatage is
included.)
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
1HI5 IS So CcoL,WEED.
WE'LL BE ABLE.Tb PUT
THIS Ye DoWN ON 00R
RESUMES
WE HAYEro
DO IT FIRST, MIKE

EE-RAW THiS IS OUR
PROFESSiONAL DEMI,
MAN!

WE'LL I3E OK Yo6LL GET
THE SHOTS., 14N' I'LL GET
'THE SToRy
WHAT
MAKE3 YoU 80
C_ONF I DENT?

I'M NT. I UUST
FIGURED THAT tioti
WERE LAJoRRYING
ENouGH FoR BOTH
OF 08.

1.

'• 'L"-.),
amdmet a
47°.w •

1(1

GARFIELD
YEAH, I'M
DOWN IN
THE CELLAR

MOUSE.
YOU HOME?

1 Loud noise
5 Liquid
measure
9 Kind
12 Paradise
13 Girl's name
14 Yes. in
Marseilles
15 Cartoonist
Charles 17 - garde
18 Illuminated
19 Actress Lee
21 Grain for
grinding
23 "Rocky- star
27 Guido's low
note
28 Having flaps
for hearing
29 Nice season
31 River in
Germany
34 Symbol for
columbium
35 Not a Rep
37 Chew the (ponder)
39 - art

40 Mao - -lung
42 Kurosawa
film
44 Italian
seaport
46 Roman 101
48 Pittsburgh
team
50 Frozen
53 Sharpen
54 Rhoda's
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By •I'he Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 8, the
281st day of 1998. There are 84
days left in the year.
In 1918, Sgt. Alvin C. York
almost single-handedly killed 25
German soldiers and captured 132
in the Argonne Forest in France.
In 1944. "The Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet" made its debut
on CBS Radio on Ozzie and Harriet Nelson's ninth wedding anniversary.
In 1956, Don Larsen pitched
the- only perfect game in a World
Series to date as the New York
Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers.
2-0.
In 1985, the hijackers of the
Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro
killed American passenger Leon
Klinghoffer. dumping his body and
wheelchair overboard.
Five years ago: The government issued a report absolving the
FBI of wrongdoing in its final
assault in Texas on the Branch
Davidian compound. which went
up in flames, killing is many as
85 people.
One year ago: Scientists reported .the Mars Pathfinder had yielded what could be the strongest
evidence yet that Mars might once
have been hospitable to life. The
House of Representatives opened
its own set of hearings on campaign fund-raising abuses. Gueorgui
Makharadze, a diplomat from the
Republic of Georgia. pleaded guilty'
in Washington to charges stemming from a car crash that killed
Maryland teen-ager Jovianne Waltrick.
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55 Silver symbol
57 Plans
61 XVII x III
62 "- Hai"
64 Jacob's twin
65 - Lingus
(airline)
66 Bridge
67 Actor Johnny
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1 Ms Arthur
2 Sum up
3- Rorem
4 Knotty
5 Basil-andgarlic sauce

PEANUTS
I HAVE TO CARRY
YOU BECAUSE SWE
SAID YOU'RE TOO
WEAK TO WALK ,
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$18.00
........$36.00
$72.00
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6 - est
7 Opp of SSW
8 Zest
9 Crystalline
gem
10 San - Rey
11 Eartha 16 Character in
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GUESS UJI-1AT, SPIKE,.
MOM SAYS YCLU CAN
GO NOME TODAY

21 different teams for ages 9 to
18.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fitch. Oct.
6.
Fifty r years ago
At a mass meeting of over 500
popcorn growers in the Calloway
County Courthouse last night, it was
decided by those present to withhold their popcorn from the market at the present time because of
the current market situation.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes, Oct.
3, and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Garland, Oct. 4.
In football games, Murray High
Tigers lost to Mayfield Cardinals
and Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Memphis State.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0
0
0
0 4
0

I
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Landing State Park were Mrs. Ray
Broach, Mrs Alfred Taylor. and
Mrs. Dan Billington. .1-he meeting
followed a tour of the Rushing
Creek area of Land Between the
Lakes and Fort Donelson National Park at Dover, Tenn.
Forty years ago
Mary Leslie Ervin. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin, was
named as Murray High School
Homecoming Football Queen. Her
attendants are Pat Beale, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Beale, and
Melissa Sexton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Sexton.
M.C. Ellis, Carney Andrus, and
Allen Rose were elected as officers of the Murray Baseball Association. Over 300 boys played
baseball during the summer in the

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Murray. Fire Chief James Hornbuckle is pictured presenting Belcher Oil Company truck driver Dwight
Howell with a Certificate of Merit
la recognition of his quick action.
Sept. 1 in maintaining control and
bringing his truck safely to a stop
when a front-end loader hit the
side of his gas tanker on U.S.
641. Hornbuckle said Howell's
action assisted greatly in reducing
the hazard of fire when the side
of the tanker .ripped open spilling
liquid petroleum.
Births reported include a boy
to Carol and Kerry Kirkhart, Sept.
29; a girl to Catherine and John
Stephens, a boy to Donna and
Mark Arneson, and a boy to Cindy
and Marly Woodman, Sept. 30.
Twenty years ago
Murray Civitan Club President
Larry Dunn is pictured presenting
Pete Morgan, senior special education major at Murray State University, with a -$100 scholarship
for study of mental retardation.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Brannon,
Sept. 27.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Trigg County Wildcats 6 to 0 in
a football game at Cadiz.
Thirty years ago
PE2 Ronald S. Colson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson, will
report Oct. 13 to Oakland, Calif.,
where he will leave for a tour of
duty in Vietnam.
Installed as new officers of Calloway County Homemakers Clubs
at the annual day meeting at Paris
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quences. I urge you to return to
AA or some other treatment
pi ograin. Many people nave
successfully beaten this addiction, and you can too, if you get
help.
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LOOKING BACK

then the deuce.
West ruffed the second diamond, but was at a loss as to what
to do next. Forced to lead away
from one of his kings, and influenced by South's club discard, he
shifted to a club,and that was that.
Declarer took the jack with the
DEAR DONALD: Your letter
drew trumps and conceded
will
it
queen,
hope
I
sobering.
is quite
two heart tricks to make his conprompt every young person
The Mason-Dixon Line is named for Charles Mason and Jeremiah
tract.
who is tempted to try a beer to
Dixon, English astronomers who surveyed the border between
carefully consider the conseOfcourse,if West had shifted to
Pennsylvania and Maryland in 1767.
a heart at trick three, the defense
would have collected the A-K of
hearts and a heart ruff, and West's
king ofclubs would eventually have
put South down two.The question,
therefore, is whether there was
any way for Westtoknow he should
South West North East
to a heart at trick three.
shift
1 NT Pass
Pass
14
The answer is yes, but it wasn't
4•
Pass
34
Opening lead -jack of diamonds. West who was at fault. The blame
At the outset ofplay,a defender lay entirely with East, who gave
often finds himself in the dark, his partner no help whatsoever on
trying to guess how to proceed. the first two tricks. When the secOnce the play begins, however, ond diamond was led from dummy,
much of the guesswork can fre- East knew full well that his partquently be eliminated, provided ner would ruff. He should therethe defenders make full use of the fore have availed himself of the
lines of communication open to opportunity to steer West in the
right direction by means of a suitthem.
preference signal.
South
point.
in
case
a
is
Here
CATHY
Instead of following mechanigot to four spades as shown and
A
SHOT.
GET
with the deuce at trick two,
FLU
SOME
cally'
I'VE
diamond,
HOURS
THIS
THREE
IN
singleton
THROUGH
his
led
WALKING
BY
West
ONE AI ALL •
FASHION
A
have played a much
GET
I
should
SUSBEING
East
FROM
was
it
BEEN
Since
GONE
ONE MALL, I HAVE
taken by dummy's ace.
FIE-N AGRES.
V A CCI N ATION
CEPTIBLE TO EVERY PIECE
unlikely that he would ever reach higher card - preferably the
TWO WOMEN*S STORES EXPOSED TO 144,000 BLACK
TH
.. TO BEING DOMPLETELY
SUITS...I3,000 GRAY SUctS
dummy again, South continued queen. West could hardly have
PACKED FLOOR TO-CEILING.
imMUNE TO IT ALL.
..2.8,000 CASHMERE swEffWITH WOMEN'S CLOTHES.
with the diamond king and dis- mistaken this vociferous signal as
ERS... AND (14,,000 PAIRS
carded a club. East in the mean- anything but a request to shift to
side
OF BOOTS.
time had followed to the A-K of the higher-ranking of the two
hearts.
namely,
suits
and
seven
the
first
diamonds with
DIRECTOR4
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
rversIs• wornEKs
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"The X -Files"
20 Sue Langdon
22 Unch ID
23 Cult
24 Projections
on filing cards
25 Arabic fabbr 1
26 And so on
(Latin abbr 1
30 Oregon city
32 Moroccan
native
33 Resorts
36 More (Sp I
38 Struck out
41 Dessert
pastry
43 - degree
45 - plus ultra
47 Roman two
49 Chemical dye
50 River in
Arizona
51 An Adams
52 Touches
lightly
56 Hiatus
58 Utilize
59 Soft baby
food
60 Small
mouthful
63 Spanish
article
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Hospital sends incomplete
remains of baby to funeral
A
RICHMOND, Va. (AP)
hospital that mixed up two newborns in 1995 and recently switched
the bodies of dead babies now is
looking for a mother who miscarried
but was mistakenly given only her
baby's placenta to bury.

Justin McCutch(From left) Ashley Perry, Jamie Cannon and
it was at the
while
Atlantis
shuttle
eon went to view the space
Florida.
in
Georges
Hurricane
avoiding
base,
Fort Campbell

Ban on lunchtime talking
lifted at elementary school
MOREHEAD,Ky.(AP)— Rodburn Elementary has lifted the gag
order in its school cafeteria.
The controversial ban on
lunchtime talking was repealed
Wednesday by Rodburn's site-based
council after a contentious twohour public meeting.
About 100 parents, teachers,
and students attended the council
meeting. Most who spoke said it
is unreasonable to ask elementary
and pre-school students — ages 3
through 12 — to keep silent for
a half-hour meal.
"In the real world people talk
during lunch and I think that's
good," said Bodie Stevens, food
service director for Nicholas County and a Rodburn Elementary parent. "Everyone in this room got
through school without a no-talking policy and I think it's possible for our kids to get through
school without a no-talking policy." he said.
Noting that Rodburn's test scores
are higher than the district average, parent Connie Black said, "If
our children are so, ignorant-acting in the lunchroom, how are
they doing so well in the class-

room?"
Beginning today, students can
talk "in a whispering voice" in
the cafeteria, said Principal Beverly Gilliam.
"This does not mean (students
can) scream and shout and act in
a fashion that would contribute to
choking," she said.
Gilliam had lobbied to keep the
no-talking policy, saying it made
the cafeteria a safer, more peaceful place, cut back on food fights,
improved manners, and eased most
disciplinary problems.
In a six-page written appeal to
parents, she had called the policy
"the best thing that has happened
in this school as far as I'm concerned."
Some agreed with her.
"The school cafeteria is not
McDonald's," said parent Mark
Hendrix. "Making a child be quiet
for 20 or 30 minutes, that's not
traumatizing a child, that's teaching them discipline."
First-grade teacher Jeanetta
Stacy said unhappy parents should
focus on improving the school
instead of criticizing the administration.

Man convicted for sexual pact

The University of Virginia Medical Center kept the fetus, sending only the placenta to a funeral home for burial, hospital officials said Wednesday.
The mistake was discovered in
July 1997, several months after
the miscarriage, during a routine
inventory that found the fetus was
still in the morgue, said Dr. Robert
W. Cantrell, the university's vice
president and provost for health
sciences.

up. Cantrell said she has since
moved several times and does not
have a telephone.
"We've been trying to contact
her for over a year," he said. "The
search continues."
The state already is investigating how newborns Ca!lie Marie
Conley and Rebecca Chittum were
switched at the hospital in June.
1995. The mix-up wasn't discovered until July, after blood tests
were done for a child-support suit.
Last month, a woman whose
child died at the hospital in March
said the morgue switched her
infant's body with another. The
mistake was discovered before burial.

The latest revelation prompted
He said the fetus and placenta Gov. Jim Gilmore to send Dr.
were wrapped in separate plastic Marcella Men-% the state's chief
packages labeled with the moth- medical examiner, to the hospital
er's name and identification num- last week to review its morgue
ber, but only the placental tissue policies and procedures.
was released to the funeral home.
"The governor wants to get to
The mother, whose identity was
withheld, still does not know that the bottom of this," Gilmore
the fetus remains unburied. The hos- spokesman Mark Miner said. "We
pital located her once and arranged want to find out exactly what is
a meeting, but she didn't show going on there."

Man who raped
women sentenced
BEND, Ore. (AP) — A rodeo drowsy or unconscious, before rapphotographer convicted • of raping ing or sexually assaulting them.
Most of the charges were punwomen after drugging their drinks
was sentenced to 102 1/2 years ishable by mandatory minimum
in prison.
terms under state sentencing guide"Your predatory days are over," lines. Coym has been in the
Deschutes County Circuit Judge Deschutes County Jail since his
Stephen Tiktin said to Richard Orval arrest on Feb. 14, 1997.
Coym when pronouncing sentence
He spent about 10 years in state
Tuesday. Some spectators in the
courtroom, including several of prison system between 1974 and
1988 on convictions for rape and
Coym's victims, applauded.
sex
abuse:
innoCoym, 44, insisted he was
cent.
Investigators did not find ille"I didn't drug anyone," he said.
gal drugs in Coym's home or car,
"I think it's important the prosebut they did find several precutor seek out the truth."
drugs, including powerscription
Coym was convicted Sept. 22
on 21 counts of rape, sexual assault ful muscle relaxers, pain medications and antidepressants. FBI toxand kidnapping.
Coym's victims were women icologist Marc LeBeau testified
he met in bars, dance halls and that some of the drugs, when comrodeos while working the rodeo bined with alcohol, could produce
circuit in central Oregon. Prose- the symptoms described by the
cutors said he invited them to his victims.
car or truck and served drug-laced
tequila to them,, making them

DALLAS (AP) — A Nigerian two months before Iheduru marimmigrant who impregnated his ried her.mother.
The teen-ager said she was upset
stepdaughter after signing a contract with the 14-year-old girl to and thought it was wrong, but her
bear him a son was convicted mother gave her a "guilt trip" until
Wednesday of seaual assault of a she agreed to the pact.
child.
A jury took only 15 minutes
to convict Chris Ahamefule Iheduru, 47, who testified that it is
not illegal in his native Nigeria
to have sex with a juvenile and
that he didn't know it was against
the law •here. He could get two to 20 years
in prison and could also be deportYou are invited to an informal
ed. The jury began hearing testimony in the sentencing phase
Wednesday.
Iheduru testified that nearly two
years ago, he signed a contract
with the girl and her mother, his
future wife; who could have no
more children. The pact called for
honoring all graduates of a
the girl to have sex with Iheduru
so they could have a son. If the
Calloway County School during the 1960s.
child turned out to be a gig the
stepdaughter:would keep the baby.
Drop by before the Homecoming Game!
The girl, now 16; gave birth
October 16, 5-7 p.m.• CCHS Cafeteria
last month to a daughter.
lheduru's wife, an American,
Come back and see old friends!
also has been charged with sexuis
thinor
and
awaita
of
assault
al
Sponsored by the
ing trial.
The stepdaughter testified that
Alumni and Associates of Calloway Co. Schools
all three sat down and agreed to
_the arrangement when she was 14,

t

Chris Cain is pictured with former Olympic gymnasts Nadia
Comaneci and Bart Conner.

Abducted children returned
to state, parents sent to jail
SALT LAKE- CITY (AP) — A
21-month-old boy said to have
been starving on a diet of mostly watermelon and lettuce was
released to state custody, a pound
heavier than when his parents
allegedly abducted him from a
hospital.
David Fink and his brother, Elijah Evergreen Fink — born in the
Montana wilderness while police
searched for their parents — were
examined by doctors at Primary
Children's Medical Center and discharged to state custody Wednesday evening.
"We're ecstatic to have him
back," said Dr. Edward Clark, medical director at the hospital, where
the children spent the afternoon.
"Our team was obviously very shaken."
David's first trip to the hospital came Sept: 14, when worried
family members brought him in
after his weight dipped to 16
pounds. Five days later, his parents, Christopher and Kyndra Fink,
allegedly abducted him from the
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hospital:
The parents, both 23, said David
was the "Christ Child" and they
gave him a limited diet to keep
him pure. The FBI says he was
fed. mostly watermelon- and lettua.
At 17 pounds, David remains
severely malnourished. He is getting liquid nourishment and also
eating finger foods such as crackers, bananas and toast.
A normal 21-month-old would
weigh between 22 and 32 pounds,
doctors say.
The new baby, Elijah, appears
healthy.
Their parents remained in the
Yellowstone County Detention
Facility in Billings, Mont., each
jailed on $500,000 bond and awaiting an extradition hearing Friday.
Montana authorities found the
Finks on Monday in a mountainous region of southern Montana
called Dead Indian Gulch.
She was treated for dehydration and exposure before transfer
to the jail Tuesday.
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"No one knows what he can do until he tries."
Rainey T Wells

PLATFORM:
* Insure open and equal county government for all the residents of Calloway
County by:
* Holding Fiscal Court meetings in the evening to ensure that most citizens have an
opportunity to attend
* Requiring all county departments and committees to make regular reports to the Fiscal
Court so that all county citizens have the opportunity to be informed of county activities.
* Working with the Fiscal Court to improve county roads. I will establish a long-range
road plan by prioritizing County maintained roads so that all sections of the county are
treated equally and maintenance is based on proven need -- not politics.

* Use the same sound, conservative financial management
that was proven during the time I served as Mayor of Murray
and managed a $4 Million Dollar Budget.
* Prepare for the future by:

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
800-472-8852
753-1725

Mums,Pansies
Ornamental Kale
& Cabbage
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This Week's Sale

Straw

25% OFF

Topsoil

* ALL SHRUBS *

Pea Gravel

Sale Good Thru Oct. 16
Cash & Carry Only

#1 Mulch
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VISA

* Appointing advisory boards to help study long-range solutions for solid waste problems and clean up of illegal dumps.
* Securing all available grant monies from Frankfort and Washington for Sheriff's
Department, roads, solid waste management, fire protections, and water and sewer line
extensions throughout the county.
* Using my experience as Chamber of Commerce President, Economic Development
Board member, Purchase Area Development Board member, Mayor, and City Councilman to
maintain a mutually trustworthy working relationship with the Economic Development
Board, the Chamber of Commerce, and Murray city government for the extension of water
and sewer into the entire county, to attract higher-paying jobs, to maintain a better state
of fire protection county wide, to enhance 911 -call response county wide, and to enlarge
the city-county parks programs.

"It's time to vote...Notfor who you know, butfor who you know can do the job."
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